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Recall move, funding initiative put on ballot
By JOANNE GR1BBLE
In a special meeting called by A.S.
Vice Pres. Rudy Leonardi, the A.S.
Council voted Monday to place two
questions on today’s A.S. ballot for the
approval of the students.

The first came alter an unsuccessful
attempt to ins alidate the election of
Fouad Alkisswani, when the council
voted to present a measure recalling
him as A.S. Attorney General.
The recall move, according to

Councilman Akbar Hajjarian. results
from Alkisswani’s "bad conduct" at last
Wednesday’s council meeting.
During the council’s discussion last
week to invalidate the entire attorney
general election. Alkisswani interrupted

Future Fair has
Committee,choir
By LEE DICKASON
O’Neill draws comics. science
Today at the 21st Century Future Fair Dan
fiction experts discuss man in the future and the Sufi Choir performs inspirational
works with voices and instruments.
Also starting today will be improvisational workshops by The Committee, a
comedy group from San Francisco.
The fair will kick off with an improvisational workshop on comedy presented by
The Committee. This event, presented both today and tomorrow at 10 a.m. will be
in the S.U. Costanoan Room. There will be no charge for the workshops except the
$I ticket which guarantees admission to all other events this week..At 12:30 in the
S.U. Loma Prieta Room, Dave Meggysey, author of "Out of Their League," will
present a workshop on alternative sports.
Also at 12:30 today producer Al Perlmutter will present a speech and episodes
from his acclaimed film series "American Dream Machine," in the S.U. Umunhum
Room.
"Herbs and Things" will be the topic of a lecture and demonstration by Jeanne
Rose in the S.U. Costanoan Room at 12:30 p.m.
From 2-3 p.m. writer Jeanne Rose will speak on aroma therapy and the power of
smells, also in the S.U. Costanoan Room.
Cartoonist O’Neill, best known for his "Odd Bodkins" cartoons and recent battle
with his syndicate over censorship, will draw comics about the 21st Century Future
Fair at 2 p.m. in the S.U. Loma Prieta Room.
Natural Medicine is the topic of a talk by David Sobel at 3:30 p.m. in the S.U.
Loma Prieta Room.
Games with computers will be featured all day today in the S.U. Calaveras
Room. The games are presented by the People’s Computer Company.
At 7 p.m. James Fadiman will present a lecture on "16 ways to alter your consciouness." Fadiman is editor of the Journal of Transpersonal Psychology and can
be seen in the S.U. Umunhum Room.
"Can man survive" is the title of a panel discussion tonight at 7 in the S.U. Loma
Prieta Room. Participants are experts in the field of science fiction, including
Douglas Trumbill, who did the special effects for "2001: A Space Odyssey." "Star
Trek" writers Theodore Sturgeon, Ouina Sturgeon and David Gerrold will also
appear, along with noted science fiction authors Robert Silverberg and Quinn
Yarbro.
At 8:30 in the S.U. Loma Prieta Room a display of Kirlian photography will be
presented. Kirlian photography attempts to picture the energy radiated by all living
things.
.
The Sufi Choir will present inspirational music at 10 p.m. in the S.U. Loma Prieta
Room, The Sufi Choir is a group of Mann County musicians and singers who mix
many types of music to produce their hymn -like ballads.
Tomorrow is Television Day of the 21st Century Future Fair, featuring 20th
century re-runs and Telethon, episodes from TV’s greatest moments. Stewart
Brand, editor and publisher of the Whole Earth Catalogue will also appear and the
Committee will present a show of their improvisational comedy. See tomorrow’s
Spartan Daily for listings. (See page 6 for related stories.)

Upper division candidates,
initiative, recall fill ballot
Contrary to previous reports, there
will be no new A.S. constitution and no
opinion poll on the funding priorities of
the AS. government, on the election
ballot today, according to Election
Board chairman Carole Matthew’s.
What will be on the ballot are 31
names of candidates for upper division
A.S. council, a funding initiative, invalidating last Spring’s initiative and a
recall election for the embattled office
of A.S. attorney general (see related
stories on page three).
According to Ms. Matthews there will

be five voting booths:
o On Seventh Street
o In front of the Library
o On San Carlos by MacQuarrie
Hall and the Education Building.
o Two areas outside the Student
Union on Seventh and one by the
Student Union.
The polls will open today at 2:30 p.m.
and will remain open tonight until 7:30.
Tomorrow, all will be open from 8:30
a.m. to 7:30 p.m. and Friday they will
open at 8:30 a.m. and will close at 2:30
p.m,
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Board of directors and task forces

the meeting several times to shout
insults at the council, and finally had to
be removed from the room. He accused
the council of acting on personalities,
rather than on the issues in its attempt
to have the election thrown out of the
A.S. Judiciary.
Hajjarian stated Monday the council
felt Alkisswani could not be objective
because of those personal attacks.
Replying to the council’s action.
Alkisswani said, "I am conservative,
they (the council members) are radical.
I never respected the Third World
Coalition anyway."
Alkisswani admitted that while he
considered suing the A.S. for $100,000,
his lawyer convinced him that he had no
legal complaint.

Alkisswani yesterday reiterated the
council would not give him a chance to
prove what he could do as attorney
general.
The council also decided to place
another funding initiative on the ballot,
this one cancelling the effect of last
spring’s vote.
Written by former A.S. Attorney
General Steve Burch, last year’s
initiative required all instructionally
related programs on campus be funded
at their current (1971-72) levels by the
A.S. until alternate funding could be
found. It was overwhelmingly approved
by the students, but its effect on this
year’s A.S. budget as being unclear.
This year’s A.S. Budget Committee
devised two budgets for the council’s

approval, one conforming to the
initiative, one not.
Today’s initiative will free the budget
committee and the council from any
constraints on the budget.
According to Leonardi. it will also
allow more flexibility for the council in
dealing with the budget.
"Many of the 1971-72 budgets were
padded," Leonardi said, "and we had to
stay at that level. This new policy will
let us get a better look at the padding."
Leonardi also said passage of the new
funding policy would allow for increased funding for programs of great
importance to the students and reduced
funding for programs that have outlived
their use.

$15,000 funds missing

Easter Seal camp swindled
SANTA CRUZ A San Jose City
College instructor has been charged
with embezzling $15,000 from a cripCartoonist O’Neill
pled children’s camp.
, Leslie Richard Scheidt, 35, Santa
Cruz, was charged with two counts of
grand theft and is slated for arraignment
tbday in Santa Cruz Municipal Court,
according to Chris Cottle. assistant
SACRAMENTO AP
San Jose district attorney.
Mayor Norman Mineta and Assembly
Scheidt, a health education instructor
Speaker Bob Moretti (D-Van Nuys) at the college, served as a part-time
boycotted a League of California Cities camp director at the Easter Seal
luncheon at the Elks Club yesterday Society’s Camp Harmon in the Santa
because of alleged racial discrimination Cruz hills.
by the Club.
Cottle alleged that Scheidt took
A spokesman for the Sacramento
Elks claimed the club did not
discriminate against anyone and said
they knew nothing of the boycott.
Moretti was to have been the main
speaker at the luncheon session, which
was picketed by members of the
Alameda County Central Labor
Farah Manufacturing Co. and EmCouncil. The council opposes league
will seek a tempolicy of fringe benefits for city em- porium-Capwell Co.
Friday to halt
restraining
order
porary
ployees.
Venceremos, a Maoist revolutionary
Had the pickets not been there.
organization and the Farah Strike
Moretti said, he would have given his
Support Committee from "threatened
criticized
still
but
scheduled address,
violent actions" and demonstrations
the league for holding the luncheon at
against their stores.
the Elks club.
The hearing is set for 8:30 a.m. in
"For the league to hold that luncheon Santa Clara Superior Court with Judge
in a club that has discrimination as its John S. Mclnerny presiding.
policy is inexplicable to me," the Van
At Farah plants in Texas and New
Nuys Democrat said.
Mexico, 4,000 workers have been on
Don Benninghoven, the league’s strike for more than a year. Venexecutive director, said the Elks Club ceremos and the Farah Strike Support
was the only downtown facility that had Committee have been picketing stores
the capacity to serve the group. He such as t‘te .emporium which sell Farah
added the league would not use the club products to support the strike.
Also named as defendants are Jeffery
in the future.
Also boycotting the luncheon was Youdleman and Marcia Vogt, both
newly elected Berkeley City Coun- members of Venceremos. and Dian
cilman Henry Ramsey and Willie L. Castleberry. and Michel Richard Enos.
The complaint also stipulates adBrown Jr.. chairman of the Assembly
ditional persons may be named as
Ways and Means Committee.
defendants.
Moretti’s prepared speech was to
The court action sought by the
announce plans to introduce a $138
companies concern Emporium stores at
million legislative program. in con701 El Camino Real in Mountain View
junction with the League of California
and one in the Stanford Shopping
Cities, to continue federally financed
Center in Palo Alto.
job programs being terminated by the
The plaintiffs claim 75 demonstrators
Nixon administration.
chanted ’slogans, "voiced insults and
Ironically, the major effort of the obscenities" and "annoyed customers
program is to find jobs for members of and employees" at an April 7
racial minorities.
demonstration at the Mountain View

Moretti shuns
club luncheon

students from the college work study
program for work at Camp Harmon. but
on some occasions falsified reports to
indicate former student workers were
on the camp payroll, then pocketed pay
checks.
He said a joint complaint was filed by
SJCC and the Easter Seal Society.
Dr. Otto Roemich, president of MC
disagreed, saying the college "has taken
no action."
"We are not connected with the
Easter Seal Society in anyway. This was
just a separate job held by Mr. Scheidt,"
he said.
Mrs. Kathryn Parodi. executive

director of the Easter Seal Society in
Santa Cruz said she first found
discrepancies in the books in January of
this year. "I then called for Dick’s
(Steidt) resignation and informed the
district attorney’s office."
Mrs. Parodi said the theft involved
fraudulent endorsement of two payroll
checks, each in excess of $200. She said
the student workers were paid by MC
from their federally funded work study
program.
Pres. Roemich said Scheidt would be
kept on the college’s payroll unless a
court finds him guilty of the charges.

Restraining order sought
to cease demonstrations
store.
The complaint also states 75 to 100
demonstrators "blocked passageways"
and "threatened violent actions" in two
May 5 demonstrations at the Stanford
store.

Demonstrations against the Emporium. a San Francisco based
department store, are illegal according
to the plantiffs since the Farah strike is
centered in New Mexico and Texas.

Office needs1 4 days
just to clear checks
-We didn’t close because of bad
checks. We normally close at this time
just to give checks a chance to clear."
Jean Lenart, acting manager of the A.S.
Business Office said yesterday in
response to a Daily story.
The story stated the A.S. Business
Office had discontinued check cashing
for the rest of the semester because of
problems with bad checks.
"I
was
shocked
by
the
misrepresentation of the headline."
Mrs. Lenart said.
She said the headline, "Bad checks
force office cancellation," implied that
suspension of check cashing is an
unusual occurrence.
Closing two weeks prior to summer
vacation gives students a chance to
make their checks good, continued
Mrs. Lenart

She said the office immediately
notifies a person when a check is
returned by the bank. "We state the
amount, date and ask the person to
come in and talk to us." she said. "If we
receive no response, we send out a
second letter. One letter is usually
sufficient."
There are an estimated $800 of
outstanding bad checks for the entire
year, according to Mrs. Lenart. "It is
nothing unusual," she emphasized.
"This situation exists in any department
the bookstore or whatever where
checks are passed."
If someone doesn’t make a check
good, the office puts a hold on transcripts, grades and registration, Mrs.
Lenart said. She indicated this has been
a very effective means of assuring
eventual coverage of had checks.

Facts emerge on Model Cities question
BM
By BILL PATERSON and MNIt IN NS
First of three parts
Model Cities. What is it? Wheidoes it do?
Although the program was implemented in 1969, many San Joseans still have
little knowledge about this complex. federally-funded project.
Recently, the San Jose Mercury ran a series of six in-depth articles which were
critical of Model Cities in several areas. Since that time a number of people, both in
and out of the program, have charged the articles were biased and oversimplified.
In order to help San Jose State University students better understand the issues
surrounding this important program, the Spartan Daily conducted its own investigation. Several facts have emerged as central to the Model Cities controversy:
o Despite a diversity of opinion about Model Cities, supporters and critics alike
are unanimous in lauding certain parts of the program.
o The concept of "citizen participation" is a major goal of Model Cities.
Nevertheless, the program is not well known or understood by Model Cities area
residents or, for that matter. Santa Clara County residents as a whole.
o As originally conceived. Model Cities was intended to be only temporary,
providing impetus for novel approaches to social problems. Congressional action
has given just one year’s grace to Model Cities which was scheduled to lapse last
month.
o Even some Model Cities officials acknowledge that mismanagement, due
perhaps to lack of experience, is a problem.
o Charges of excessive politicking appear tube more than idle speculation.
El Damaging accusations have been hurled from several areas of the community
against the program. Supporters of Model Cities have defended its actions.
The national Model Cities program was launched in 1966 as part of Lyndon
Johnson’s "Great Society."
San Jose set up its program in 1969 following guidelines from the federal
Department of Housing and Urban Development, (HUD) which funds the program.
A non-profit corporation, Model Cities of San Jose, Incorporated, contracted

with the city to manage the program and pros ide "citizen participation" in
depressed areas. The top citizen echelon of MCSI was paralleled in city government by the City Demonstration Agency, a staff responsible directly to the city
manager.
This complex arrangement is the administrative arm for the city council which is
responsible to the federal government and the people of San Jose.
The citizen participation element is embodied in four assemblies. One assembly
is elected in each of the four "Model Cities areas. Gardner. Olinder. Mayfair and
Tropicanna.
The assemblies in turn elect a board of directors for MCS.1. Inc. and six task
forces. Each task force specializes in an area: youth and education. health and
social services, law and police, jobs and job training, communications and
representation, and housing and environment. (See illustration.)
The task forces have parallel advisers in the city’s CDA. It is the communication
between these planners and elected representatives that provides much of the input
for program planning.
According to CDA Director Eldon Erickson. elaborate forethought was given to
determining the problems Model Cities in San Jose would try to attack. The first
meetings of the assemblies were devoted to finding out what the people in the
Model Cities areas thought were their most pressing problems.
At the same time, Erickson said. city officials and staff members were drawing up
a list of problems that could most easily be attacked. This list. as expected, did not
correspond with the priorities of the residents.
Erickson and other officials hammered out a compromise set of priorities with
the Model Cities residents. As it now stands. Model Cities is concentrating most of
its efforts in three areas: manpower and jobs, education, and economic and
business development.
With these priorities in mind, the program began seeking out people willing to
create projects dealing in these areas. When a new program was approved by the
Model Cities administration, the City Council reviewed the recommendation and
turned over a portion of the $3 million annual budget. (See page 3.)
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Sometimes the good guys don’t win
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Proposition 20 passed in vain?
row.,

Thursday evening, in the midst of a
hotly fought battle between
developers and environmentalists,
the North Central Coastal Commission approved the controversial
Playland-at-the-Beach. project by a
vote of 8-5.
The project will be located on the
former site of the Playland
Amusement Park, which has been
torn down. It is in the city of San
Francisco, below Sutro Park, just
east of the Great Highway. Its north
edge will be adjacent to Golden Gate
Park.
It will cover 10 acres of land. Seven
of these will be used for a condominium complex of 710 units. The
remaining three will be used for a
new shopping center.
The testimony presented by the
proponents of the project at the
hearing was very impressive. They
pointed out that the development
would create jobs for area residents,
provide more housing, and additional revenue for the city.
However, the evidence presented by
the opponents showed the grave
environmental impact such a project
would have on the coastal area.
More importantly, however, the
project was shown to be inconsistent
with the Coastal Zone Conservation
Act (Proposition 20). Article I of the
Coastal Zone Plan of that act states,
flu coastal zone plan shall be
consistent with the maintainance,
restoration and enhancement of the
overall quality of the coastal zone
environment, including, but not
limited to, its amenities and aesthetic
values."
A development of the magnitude of
Playland-at-the-Beach will most
certainly detract from the aesthetic
value of the coastal zone. It will also
promote further deterioration of the
coastal area.
More people, more cars and more
pollution will be brought into the
coastal area by this development.
The commissioners were well aware
of this when they approved the site.
But the audience at the hearing was
packed for the approval of the
project, and the commissioners
approved the site under much public
pressure.
This brings up a basic flaw in the
content of Prop. 20. In an attempt to
provide a bill that would appeal to
the majority of California voters, the
authors had to tone it down substantially. They did so in anticipation
of a massive advertising campaign
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against them funded by development
and real estate interests.
In doing this, however, they
provided a way for the guidelines of
the bill to be undermined and
ignored. The requirements for those
who sit on the commissions are such
that many politicians have been
appointed to the boards instead of
and
conenvironmentalists
servationists.
Politicians are influenced by public
pressure. as was shown by this
decision. Many of those who sit on
the Coastal Commissions of the state

have higher political aspirations and
believe they cannot afford to enforce
the provisions of the bill in the face
of adverse public reaction.
When Californians passed the
Coastal Initiative last November,
they did so in an effort to conserve
what is left of the California
coastline. If the actions of the North
Central Coastal Commission are any
indication of how tihe bill will will be
enforced, the serious efforts of those
who worked so hard to pass Prop. 20
may well have been in vain.
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A.S. Pres. Dennis King is a nice guy
too nice.
During the past year. King apparently has worked hard to bring a
new credibility and character to San
Jose State University student
government.
He also has worked hard to reestablish relations between the office
of A.S. president and of SJSU Pres.
John H. Bunzel.
Those two statements are
speculations. They come from a
person behind that vague term, an
informed source, but there is no
official confirmation by the official
source. King himself.
King seemingly has been too nice or
too busy to tell the press exactly how
he has tried to rebuild student
government and bridge the gap
between his office and Pres. Bunzel’s.
What King has needed throughout
the year is some way to promote
himself and his accomplishments.
He could have achieved that in two
ways: to be more vocal (pompous,
some might call it), or to hire a good
public relations man to talk to the
press.
Things happen fast in the Daily
offices and often those who should
cannot get out and talk to campus
politicians and officials. But to
provide needed material for news
items,
investigative
articles,
editorials and columns, newsmen
need information. Sources major
ones like King, at least should
make themselves accessible.
For King a weekly press conference
would have been one answer.
Reporters and editors could fire
questions at him and he in turn
could give the press inside information about student government.
King’s alternative is an effective PR
man. Compared to the public
relations of Pres. Bunzel, King needs
promotion. The President’s PR

Guest itooni--------------

Women’s studies looks bright
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be available next fall. The proposed
minor has passed the scrutiny of half
a dozen student-faculty curriculum
Already more than 1,500 have committees. It will soon be examined
enrolled in its courses. More than 60 at higher reaches here and at the
faculty have involved themselves in Chancellor’s office. Because it is a
sound curriculum and because other
the planning and teaching of its Califorinia State Universities
curriculum. Upwards of 3,000 Chico and Sacramento are two
students, faculty, staff, and com- have had similar programs apmunity people took part in the two proved, the Women’s Studies
Women’s Week programs that W.S. Committee expects that San Jose
sponsored this spring and last. And State students will also be able to
nearly 30 campus persons will
minor in W.S. by fall, 1973.
spend their Memorial Day weekend
On the graduate level, three
attending the first Western Region seminars were offered during 1972Conference on Women’s Studies at 73,1And an M.A. in Social Science
Cal State, Sacramento, May 25-28. has been designed for students who
(Kate Millett will be there, too.)
want to emphasize Women’s Studies.
But many students still wonder Four students are already embarked
about one quite practical question: on that course of study.
exactly how can they fit Women’s
Furthermore, a number of
Studies into their program?
On the undergraduate level, one
possibility is a B.A. in Social Science
in which a contract can be written that includes a number of W.S.
courses from such departments as
Anthropology (Woman in the Cross- Editor:
Most Mexican -Americans and
Cultural Perspective), Black Studies
(The Black Woman), History (The Chicanos in Atzlan speak what is
History of Women in the United known as "pocho." It is a language
States), Sociology (Masculinity and indigenous to this area (the SouthFeminity), and Social Science (The west I. Its main characteristic is the
coming together of both Spanish and
Study of Women).
Another undergraduate possibility English words, resulting in, for all
is in American Studies. There a practical purposes, a new language.
major or minor may be inA good example of pocho can be
dividualized to include such courses
as Contemporary Life Styles of
American Women, The Female
Domain in Politics (Political
Reflections
Science), or the history course
I have stood behind these prison
mentioned before.
walls.
Ora B.A. in Liberal Studies might
be chosen, with a contract containing I have felt limited.
a number of W.S. courses, like the I have been alone.
ones listed or Women in Victorian I have been behind in school.
Literature or Sexism in Children’s I have wanted new clothes, new shoes
Women’s Studies (WS) appeared on
this campus just three semesters ago.

Dr. Eauneil J. It
departments are willing to have
Master’s theses or seminar papers
written on subjects relating to
women. For example, a recent paper
by Joyce Hagen Wakeman of the
Department of Psychology dealt with
sex differences between those with
high and those with low g.p.a.’s.
Among other things, she compared
the highest and the lowest 5 per cent
graduates at San Jose State in 197172.
Finally, students may simply
choose to use some of their "free"
electives for courses like Women in
the Judeo-Christian Tradition
(Religious Studies), Issues in
Women’s Health (Health Science),
the Family in the American
Economy (Home Economics), and
the Rhetoric of Feminism (Speech’
Communication).

Letter to the Editor

’Poe/so’ language has a place

Chains of poverty

Literature, both presented by the
Department of English.
Additionally, there is a good chance
that a minor in Women’s Studies will

I am chained in .
Poverty.

found in Jaime Quijas’ column Mano
a Mano.
The Spanish, needless to say, are
aghast at this "deterioration of their
beautiful language." Residents of
Mexico not only put Chicanos down
for speaking "inferior," but call
them pochos as well, for speaking
pocho.
The point, however, is that ther is
no one language superior or inferior
to any other. The only necessary.
elements are that the language be
understood, that it serves as communication, and, in finality, that it
be viable.

Pocho must and will take its place
in world languages. French. German, Russian, English, Japanese, or
Swedish are no more or no less
legitimate.
J. D. Martinez
Lisa Chapman

people funnel into the Daily releases,
leads for stories and answers to
questions. Their job is to push the
President and the university.
If King were to use the power of
public relations to boost hmself and

_

Malaspina

A.S. programs on a personal level
with the press. students may be
better informed and A.S. government could have a brighter image.
More often than not, good guys
by themselves.
don’t win

Radical Student l’nion-------

Farm Workers victories
.Marjorie Drake
Today in the U.S. there are over
3,000,000 farm workers with most of
them seasonal and therefore
migrant. They make up the biggest
single non-union industry in the
country. Their wages are the lowest
of commodity-producing workers. In
1956 the average hourly wage for a
field worker was 76 cents an hour;
for an industrial worker $2.16. By
1970 a union farm worker on an
hourly wage grossed $109 in a 54hour week, as compared to S112 for a
manufacturing worker averaging 40
hours a week in 1967.
California growers owe their
prosperity to immigrant workers
Chinese, Japanese, Filipino, Portuguese, Arab, Basques in addition
to Mexican workers, and to the
migrant workers from Oklahoma in
the 30’s. For the growers the importation of foreign workers has
great advantages in the form of lower
wages, dividing the workers along
national lines, and having the threat
of deportation hanging over the
workers’ heads.
Third world workers from countries
ravaged by imperialism came over by
the tens of thousands looking for
some kind of work. The first major
importation of workers from the
colonial and semi-colonial world was
in the 1840’s when tens of thousands
of Chinese, their homeland ravaged
by Britain’s Opium War, came to
California.
For the past 40 years the major
source of immigrant labor in the
fields has been Mexico, where U.S.
capital has helped create a huge
reserve army by forcing campesinos
off the land. Half of the rural
population of Mexico is landlesss
The ’WWI) (originally the

National Farm Workers Association)
began in Delano in the early 1960’s.
The first few years were years of base
building which concentrated on
recruiting members. In 1964 after
years of fighting the Bracero labor
contract system, which put Mexican
workers under slave labor contracts
to the growers, was ended. The
Bracero program was replaced by the
green card system. Green cards are
work permits which do not limit
workers to one particular ranch, or
for any particular period of time.
In early 1965 an association of
Filipino farm workers struck in
Delano. The FWA under Cesar
Chavez joined the strike and thus
began the long Delano struggle. The
FWA began a boycott of grapes
when it was found to be almost
impossible to keep scabs out of the
fields. In 1966 the Schenley Corporation, a wine producer, signed the
first contract with the FWA. Shortly
after, DiGiorgio, one of the biggest
California growers, agreed to a union
election, but under terms that only
the strike-breakers could vote.
When the union began a boycott of
S&W and Treesweet (DiGiorgio
products), DiGiorgio announced his
desire to have the Teamsters
represent the farm workers. A phony
election was held which the FWA
boycotted. Needless to say the
Eventually
won.
Teamsters
DiGiorgio caved in under the
pressure of the strike and boycott
and scheduled a fair election. The
FWA won by a large majority.
The victories in Delano and in the
Coachella Valley, and other ranches
in the San Joaquin Valley, have
stimulated an upsurge in the fields
all over the state and in other parts of
the country.

Matto a Mano-------

Striving for expression
.11111111‘

QUillIS

With this I hope that one merely
4Well, folks, like all good things
must come to an end, so does this reads this and not arouse themselves
column, that I must admit was a over it. But one must admit that it
does set up the setting for this poem.
learning experience.
As it is known, for every action I myself could not think of a better
there is a reaction. Well, I sure found way to make an exit. But before that
an upcoming dance that is for a
that out.
worthy cause. The Chicanos students
We may not realize it, but every at Santa Clara University are
time that one expresses himself in sponsoring a dance May 26. The
any way, shape or form there will be dance is fbr scholarships for ineither favorable or opposing factors. coming Chicanos to the University.
When the opposition comes at us in "Alma Latina" will be playing. The
negative form we should take it as an price of admission is $2.00. Now for
incentive to have more per- the poem.
serverence. If it comes in a favorable
way, which is a rare case, then we
CHICANO
should welcome it and be glad that chicano que luchas en las files
they have seen the light and have del grupo al cual tu perteneces
joined us in our struggle.
en pos sal progreso te perfilas
Be what may, living a life is a y a cada instante tu pereces.
learning experience, and it’s things Chicano que naciste en esta tierra.
like this that just prolong our defiende tus derechos se a la guerra
progress.
a obtener los triunfos libertarias.
Things of this nature have come Chicano de sangre mexicana,
across to this article, and I hope that no dejes que el Anglo pisotee tu
orgullo,
the next person that writes this
column will not have the encounters
that I have come across. I believe
that this column gives the Chicanos
in this institution of higher learning
the opportunity to express themselves. Although the space allowed
does not permit the writer to fully
express his complete thoughts, that
in itself is something to strive for. By
this I don’t necessarily mean that
there should be no limit, but that one
should not be restricted to an "x"
number of words, lines etc. Like
when you are conversing at times you
have more to say than others.

recuerda que tu raza es valiente y
tirana,
y a costa se tu vida, defiende lo que
es tuyo.
Chicano, recuerda que tu raza fue
primero
que el hlanco que vino del oriente,
a ponerte en los campos prisionero
y a tratarte come a un ser impotente.
Chicano que descriminado eres,
per el simple color moreno de tu piel,
es tiempo que levantes tu protests
en contra del Imperialismo cruel.
Albert Garcia
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New problems
plague Skylab

California Stale Unisrisils, ‘ion
lose may soon be officially known
as San Jose State University due
to an 8-1 approval by the State
Senate Finance Committee last
Monday.

By JAN GUST/NA
Th.

Associated Pre,

problems developed yesterday when
CAPE KENNEDY
New
temperatures inside the Skylab space station reached 100 degrees.
Initial problems developed yesterday when two solar panels failed to
extend properly about two hours after liftoff. The panels are
designed to convert the sun’s energy to electrical power.
The space agency called the problems serious but still hoped to launch
three astronauts to link up with the station on Sunday.
"It’s tor -arty to tell if we’re in an unmanageable situation." said
flight director Neil Hutchinson. "But the Skylab cluster is hot and
it’s a problem that we’ll have to be able to solve if the mission is to
continue."
The failure of the two solar panels to open was traced to the loss of an
aluminum micro-meteorite shield which apparently ripped away
from the side of Skylab jamming the wing-like device.
The space agency is considering sending the Skylab I astronauts on an
abbreviated mission to seek solutions for a series of power, temperature, and gyroscope problems plaguing the orbiting laboratory.
However, the launch could be delayed again, or wiped out altogether.
if a solution is not developed soon.

Magee trial shifts to Santo Clara
SAN FRANCISCO Santa Clara County will he the site of convict
Ruchell Magee’s new trial on aggravated kidnapping charges in the
slaying of a judge.
Magee’s first trial ended in a hung jury. It was held in San Francisco
on a change of venue from Marin County where Judge Harold Haley
was shot to death in the 1970 courthouse escape attempt involving
Magee.
Magee is now serving a life term at San Quentin Prison for a Los
Angeles kidnap-robbery.

Student loans
’last resort’
By STEVE MEYER
Federally Insured Student Loans
(FISL) may seem to be an easy
way to finance one’s college
education, but Richard C. Pfaff,
coordinator of federal loans, calls
them "last resort loans."
The loans, according to Mike
Young, student relations officer
for Bank of America. Second and
San Carlos Streets, are fairly easy
to get. All he must show is a need
as prescribed by law. Young
stated.
Pfaff recommends students try
to get funds from other sources,
scholarships. jobs, parents and
college grant and loan programs,
before seeking a F1SL. "This
loan," Pfaff said. "as a last resort
is a good loan. If not. it will catch
up with you later."
FISL is a joint effort between
the federal government and
commercial lending institutions.
The government guarantees the
loans against defaults and, if the
student qualifies, also pays the
interest on the loan during his
stay in school and for nine
months after termination of half-

time attendance. (Most banks in
the area, however, require
payments start nine months after
termination of full-time at’
tendance.) The banks supply the
money.
The minimum repayment for
the loans is $30 a month. The
annual interest rate on the loans
is seven per cent. The maximum
amount one can borrow under
federal law is $2,500 per year with
a total of 510,000 for all undergraduate and graduate study.
However, only one bank in the
area offers the maximum and
only to graduate students. The
others have a yearly maximum of
$1,500 at the present time.
Banks have- other restrictions
besides the $1,500 per year.
The majority of the banks in the
San Jose area prohibit cross’
borrowing, which is having F1SL
loans from more than one bank.
Young said this could be a
problem if a bank’s policy
changed and the student could
not find a bank with a desirable
policy that allowed cross
borrowing.

Sen. Alfred Alquist. 0-San Jose.
introduced the name change bill
to the State Legislature. The bill
is now scheduled to move to the
floor
of
the
House
of
Representatives.

Next semester’s SJSU Veterans Affairs staff from left to right
are Lou Encinger. Ruch Greco. Rick Dandridge, Joe Relac, Tom

Alvarado-Pres., Terrance Spoon. Ray Ortiz, Louis Colosimo and
Tony Gonzales
Don Morton

Funds
Other offices receive most of
their funds from Model Cities and
were created specifically to take
adv lege of the federal money.
Bolt, types of agencies were
among those Epler pointed to as
being the strong points of San
Jose’s Model Cities program. For

example, both he and CDA
director Erickson were proud of
Economic Progress for All, the
Opportunities Industrialization
Center and a number of child
care centers.
These projects were also praised
by city councilman Joe Colla, a
strong critic of Model Cities.

Economic Progress for All is an
economic development project
minority
which
helps
businessmen start or expand their
businesses. Though it may charge
a nominal fee for accounting
services, it receives no other
income except Model Cities
funds.
Opportunities Industrialization
Center is a trade school intended
to help the unemployed and
undaanployed of Santa Clara
County. Only 12 per cent of the
center’s funds come from Model
Cities and in return preference is
given to training the unemployed
from the Model Cities neighborhoods.
Daycare
Model Cities also helps fund five
day care centers to the tune of
$128,000.

spartaguitmia:
TODAY
at
WEDNESDAY CINEMA presents "Billy Jack" in Morris Dailey Auditorium
3 30 and 7.30 pm Admission is SO cents.
paintings will be on
ART EXHIBIT A group show featuring sculpture and
display in the 5, U. Art Gallery from 10 loam until 4 p.m

Similar name alterations are
covered by the proposed measure
for the state universities in San
Francisco. San Diego and Arcata.

Eleven seats - 31 candidates

New council race begins
By BOB PIOMBO
and MIKE MARK WITH
A new election is being con
ducted today, tomorrow and
Friday for 11 upper division A.S.
Council seats.
The A.S. Judiciary ruled May 4,
that the April 24-26 election was
in violation of the election code.
In that election about a dozen
candidates’ names were placed on
Inc back of the upper disision
awn"
ballot ruled those names
The judiciary
to be placed on the front of the
new ballot with the rest of the 31
candidates again in the race.
Five parties and three nonpartisan candidates are vying for
the council slots.
MECHA
of
members
The
four
Movimento Estudiantil Chicano
de Aztlan IMECHM, under the
title of Community Congress. are
Juan Vegas, Irene Serna, Sunny
Madrid and Richard Pineda.
According to Pineda, two
original candidates, Isabel Najera
and Javier Diaz, dropped from
the race because it conflicted with
finals and other commitments.
Pineda said, "Community
Congress feels that the student
government needs to be more
responsive to the students’
needs." Pineda stressed problems
like the rising costs of food.
housing and medical expenses as
"say real" student problems.
Another responsibility of the
Congress would be to encourage
more student
involvement.
Pineda said that by getting information out to students through
better publicity, more students
would become involved.

Other aim:erns of the Com
Trost also emphasized the
munity Congress are better council should work for the
communication with campus general student body instead of a
clubs and organizations and,the select group.
establishment of an evening child
None of the Rainbow Party
CRTC center.
members won spots on the
None of the Community council.
Congress members qualified for
The members of the Third
any A.S. upper division Council
World Coalition (TWC) are
seats in the April 24-26 election.
Hubert
Jackson,
Charles
Independents
Zamarripa. Julie Logo, Charity
Firouz
Sedarat,
Rick Blackman and’ Paul Roquero,
Abraham.
Julia
Haddon are running together as Michael
Velasquez, Joe Ortega. Hamam
the Independent Party.
Blackman said there is a need to Hawari and Leon Farley.
TWC stresses the importance of
revamp funding priorities. He
said they will "try to fund as student control of student money.
They believe that San Jose State
many groups as possible."
University Pres. John H. Bunzel
"We don’t feel we represent any and the state have too much
particular interest group, so we power in student financial
chose the name independent." allocations.
stated Blackman. who won a seat
TWC proposes to divide the
in the April 24-26 election.
one -party mandatory 510 student fee
The
end
of
domination in the A.S. Council is equally between student activities
the aim of the three-member funding and instructionally
Rainbow Party, a-insisting of Clay related programs funding.
Other TWC stands include
Trust. Cliff Hewitt and Brad
support to student services, such
Wood.
as the child care and women’s
Rainbow
centers, elimination of class
Trost claims the Rainbow Party divisions in the student council,
represents "a diversity of in- having dormitory students as
terests." The party’s political voting council members, closing
range is from "liberal left" to Ninth Street between San Fer"conservative."
nando and San Carlos streets and
The Rainbow Party wants to end acting against the hiking of
conflicts of interest on A.S. student tuition fees.
Council. said Wood.
Members of TWC who won
"We feel it’s ridiculous if seats in the April 24-26 election
somehmly else allocates funds to a are Miss Velasquez. Jackson.
group he’s a member of." he said. Miss Roquero, Mrs. Cogo,
Zamarripa
and
Trost said his party hopes to Abraham.
make student government more Sedarat.
The University Students Party
accountable to the student body
by not only requiring financial 0.1SP1 has six members running
reports he filled out. but receipts for council seats. They are Bill
Clarkson. Ray Swain, Sam Engel,
of spending he revealed.

Bryce Vradenburg. Wayne
Morris and Larry Ribal.
The LISP emphasizes the
previous experience of its
members. Vradenburg is a former
student body president of West
Valley College and Swain is a
current council member.

According to Mrs. Ruth
Hubbard, director of the San
Juan Bautista Child Development
Center, Model Cities money has
helped pay part of the expenses of
her large day care operation.
Mrs. Hubbard said the center
employs 22 persons and 120
children, many of whom come
From the Model Cities area.
She said the center is open
almost 12 hours a day and offers
pre-schoolers educational, health
and recreation programs as well
as breakfast, lunch and tun
snacks.

Parliamentarian for student
council and is a member of the
data processing committee for the
Academic Council.
None of the independent
candidates gained upper division
citiiiicil seats

LISP stands include greater
student control over funds
opinion polls to determi n.
student desires, and greater
accountability
of
student
government.

EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN

LISP members who won council
seats are Engel. Swain and
Vraden burg.

TROPICAIRE I

Non-partisans
The three non-partisan candidates trying for the remaining
slots are Micki Corins, Darrell
Shideler and Tom Mounts.
Miss Corins said, "I feel that it
is imperative that the council
realize that its function should be
not only to represent the students
bu to provide services to them."
Miss Corins believes it is int,
portant no one group dominate
any part of student government
government
student
and
represents all students.
Shideler’s main goal is "a
responsible government willing to
keep within campus limits and to
take into account all student
needs."
He doesn’t want special fundinc
projects to be given flat sums hot
wants the projects to help
themselves through the aid and
advice of the student government
Tom Mounts would like toner a
more representative council
which is more responsible in it%
use of student funds.
is
currently
Mounts

Facts emerge on Model Cities
Each year these programs are
reviews and judged on their effectiveness in meeting the Model
Cities goals. John Epler, HUD
community
Cities
Model
development representative for
Santa Clara County, points to this
self-evaluation process as one of
the major assets of San Jose’s
Model Cities program. According
to Epler, HUD ranks San Jose’s
program "as one of the highest"
in the nation.
This year 21 agencies will
receive funds from the project.
Some of the agencies, such as
school districts and previously
established social service projects,
are only partially concerned with
running a Model Cities program.
The Educational Opportunity
Program at SJSU, which uses
Model Cities funds to give 80
scholarships, is one of these
agencies.

4111 Ilk
All Color Science e,
Charlton eleslor

-SOYLENT GREEN "LIGHT AT THE EDGE
OF THE WORLD"

HARRAHS
TAHOE
Looking for a
summer job?
Or a permanent
career
opportunity?
Harrah sat Lake Tahoe has
Immediate lob openings
because of a multi -million
dollar expansion program
We will consider summer or
employmer,
permanent
for
Dealer Trainees
(Minimum age 21)

2nd Hit Week

"WI( KED WICKED"
"SK Ul.LDUGGERY"
"CHARLEY ONE -EYE All ( olor Show

TROPICAIRE II
Kuno Fu

"FISTS OF FURY"
William Hoiden
HE WILD BUNCH’
All Color Show

EcAVSHORE’

"

Rated R

"FOLKS AT
RED WOLF IN
"WHAT’S THE
MATTER N1 ITH
IIFLEN"

’Casino Trainees
(Minimum age 21)
Food and Beverage
Trainees
(Minimum age 18)
(All positions have career
path advancement possibilities)
You must apply in person at
Harrah’s Personnel Office
in Stateline. Nevada not
more than one week prior to
your availability.
Personnel Office Hours
8:30 AM-SPM EVERY DAY
through May. and Monday
through Saturday on a
regular basis
an.4.10ivo,ftiriovvflytow

PERFECTION NEEDED? DO IT YOURSELF?
Special Student Rental Raw

TYPEWRITERS RENTED
electric

manual

1 mo.$8.00
3 mo. ---$21.00

112.50
$17.50 IBM

San Jose Typewriter Co., Inc.
24 South Second - 293-6383- Established 1900

RELAX

Although Mrs. Martinez said
there was a lot of redtape in
getting Model Cities funding,
"they have been helpful."
Her only complaint is that St.
Mark’s has "to turn down so
many children" because of
limited funding.

and enjoy a good book

Tomorrow: Citizen
Participation

Bestsellers-Paperbacks

"Home of the famous
Nature Burger"
OLII
Try
meat,
BOycotting
Nature
delicious
nutritious
Burger Still Only OS centS.

Other Services
And although Mrs. Hubbard’s
Model Cities funding has less
than a year left, the program will
be expanding to include night
care, she said. However, she
added, "We need Model Cilia
money. If not we’ll need to find
other sources of. funding."
In addition Family Day Care at
13% E. Santa Clara St. offers
licensed day care homes for
working mothers.
Director Frances Martinez said
her organization assigns children
to qualified day care people,
following up with nutritonal
programs and home visits,

L Sonia Clore NI Mk
5 TORE HourSMon Fri, 0: 306
Sat, 10 5
(Special Discounts)

ATURN_
1.) DS

OPEN MARRIAGE, by O’Neil & O’Neil
DELIVERANCE, by Dickey
CHARIOTS OF THE GODS? by von Daniken
MEMOIRS OF AN EX -PROM QUEEN, by Shulman
JONATHAN LIVINGSTON SEAGULL, by Bach
WHEELS, by Halley
THE ASSASSINS, by Kazan
LAST TANGO IN PARIS, by Alley
WHAT DO YOU SAY AFTER YOU SAY HELLO, by Berne
OH JERUSALAM, by Collins & Lapierre

Avon
Dell
Bantam
Bantam
Avon
Bantam
Fawcett
Dell
Bantam
Pocket Books

10%
DISCOUNT ON SERVICE AND REPAIRS
ON ALL FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC MODELS

Theatre at 8 pm
DRAMA: "Our Town" will be presented in the University
I public
Tickets are SI tor SJSU students and $t for the

_

30 in the S U Calaveras Room This is
SJSU SIERRA CLUB will meet tonight alt
the last meeting ol this semester

-

talk and a
SJSU ECKANK AR CAMPUS SOCIETY will present an introductory
film in Ed 211 at 1 pm
pit area
STUDENTS FOR JIM SELF will hold an absentee ballot rally in the S U
St noon Live music will be provided
TOMORROW
of
DEMONSTRATION: A lecture, fans, and demonstration entitled "The Art
chinrse Painting" will be presented at 1130 a m In the S.U. Art Gallery
(ONCE R T The New York CMerela will appear in concert in Morris Dailey
Auditorium at a pm Admission Is SI for SJSU students and 1,7 for the general
public
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By MARK HEILMAN
Entertainment Editor
Imagine the typical city of the
year 2022 with a population of
40.000.000. People perched 011
street curbs, squatting on stair
steps, suspended indefinitely in
all
the throngs of a crowd
gasping for air. for space. for life.
Whenever the crowd becomes
unruly, not control vehicles are
called to duty to scoop up the
unfortunate pedestrians with
their hungry buckets and heave
them loan accorded punishment.
Such is the vision painted by
"Soylent Green." the most recent
cinematic attempts to focus on
the social, political and economic
future, of the Earth. Bleak in its
prognosis, the film does little to
open up optimistic channels of

1

Futuristic techniques for dispersing a
in Soylent Green.

crowd shown

thought.
Instead, it angles toward extreme pessimism. The people are
the living dead, the environment
is beyond repair, the ruling

Lthe Arts

establishment is corrupt and
unrisponsise. In short, to diets to
one mat ahead.
all
Morals. smiles. ideals
have fallen. Along with a distaste
for life, the people develop a
disbelief for any after-life.
-Good God!" exclaims Edward
G. Robinson to a stately
historian.
"What God. Mr. Roth?"
queries the puzzled woman.
"Where will we fond him?"
Perhaps the only one who
retained any belief in a Deity was
’Soylent Green’ is currently
running at the El Rancho Drive’
In. W. Alma Ave.& Almaden Rd.
the Reverend. played by Brock
Peters. As the malnourished
bodies and souls found their way
into his cathedral. Peters stoically
accepted them and professed an
unfaltering trust in "Sweet
Jesus."
In his supporting role. Peters

delivered the single most
memorable performance of the
movie. With his transcendental
expression, his drugged appearance and his inner state of
quiet desperation, he added a
mystical touch to an otherwise
realistic science fiction-fact film.
Charlton Heston, obviously
intrigued with the hero role but
still struggling to master it. was
the central figure around whose
actions the plot unfolded. As
Detective Thorn, he manages to
rip apart the basic murder
mystery and solve the whole
problem singlehandedly.
When he’s not embracing or in
bed with Leigh Taylor-Young,
that is. She manages to bring out
the primitive urges from his old
"Planet of the Apes" days.
Overall, the acting was mediocre
but not unworthy of the low
S300.000 budget. What did
become a bit bothersome was the
monotoninis script.

"You’re not working for him
anymore. Your contract’s be."
cancelled.’’
/(’onners) ’Bur I’ve been paid to
the end of the month."
won’t long be remembered.
But the photography just might.
The hazy. green background was
a perfect coloring for the
nauseating crowd sequences and
the pictorial death of Robinson
included some unbelievable stark
beautiful shots of the untouched
American wildnerness.
The photography was also
significant in that it introduced
the idea of America’s rapidly
of
resource
diminishing
wilderness becoming CX MCI

By WARREN HEIN
The way some people await the
sunrise. Beetle fans anxiously
await the release of the en’
member’s solo albums.
Since Paul McCartney left the
Beatles he’s had four releases,
including his latest "Red Rose
Speedway." All are simply
written, and all are typical of the
McCartney style of not wasting
time with lyrics. He just gets down
to the melody.
"Red Rose Speedway" is no
exception. It follows in the
McCartney vein of simplicity. In
fact, it’s ultra -simple; almost too
much so. Another fact: it’s not a
had album.
I ’pan first hearing it, the
C he Sault
Clare Struble’s mechanical music piece.
listener says to himself, "Is that
Or’ What the hell is McCartney
Wing to prove? I’ve heard it
somewhere before."
Then it becomes dear. He’s
keeping with his tradition of
and dear melody
Midway. Model 44." Here the uncluttered
By PA(
simple and to the point.
casing is class and a knob makes
Music is created in the drawings
The album begins with a
the crane pick things up. The
and mechanical structures on
simunding "Big Barn
crane actually misses but the fimiliar
display in the current Master’s
Bed." McCartney gave us a sneak
affect remains.
exhibit in the small gallery of the
presiew. of this cut in his "Ram’’
Also in this exhibit are Peter
Art Building.
album, basing a 20-second inConner’s
imaginary
type
terlude on side one. (Who’s that
Clare Ernst Struble’s "Kinetic
characters depicted in his works.
awning round that corner-Who’s
Catharsis" sculpture seems to he
These characters, as well as the
that coming round that bend).
the most clean and practical of
brilliant colors brings life to the
"Big Barn" is a heavy beating cut
the structurally sound works.
paintings. Cimner’s subjects are
that shows McCartney at his
Knobs to push, cranks to turn
out of the ordinary people and
rocking best.
and cylindrical wheels creating
obscure things. He elongates his
"My Love" follows. It’s been
sounds and music, are the essence
subjects as well as the objects
played a lot on AM radio, and
of Struble’s
aithin his works.
deserses more play. It’s one of the
The casing which enclose ihese
Connors "Overstuffed Interior,
the LP. McCartney
sounds are not only beautiful
Late Esening," gives a calm and best cuts on
his love. Linda. He’s
structure, but actually work
late calming affect. The dimness sings of
by a simple string
creatinr, these sounds.
of light and the color reflections backed up
Instruments such as harmonica.
add intensity to his work.
rs, guitar and nen the old pop
The "Earl Bordick’s All-Girl
gun are sounds within these
Orchestra" creates almost a
wooden stained casings.
cartoon affect. The sharpness of
The traditional penny arcade is
people and instruments makes
duplicated in Struble’s piece
the piece a comical yet original
"orb
entitled. "Rodney

Combined sho
of art, music

arrangement that compliments
his mellow voice. This cut is the
only "production" number on the
LP. unlike Ram, where the whole
trip is one big production. Not to
knock "Ram’s" production,
because it deservingly won
McCartney an Emmy.
Oh. do those memories come
back in "One More Kiss.- This
cut really grows on the listener,
like old-time Beetle cuts of old.
This number is flooded with
"Beatlemania" lyrics. Foot
stamping can’t be helped:
Only one more kiss
I didn’t mean to hurt you little
girl
Let’s make it one to remember
Only one last kiss
Finishing side one is another cut
that grows on the listener. "Little
Lamb Dragonfly" has a great
acoustic guitar introduction that
reminds one a little of "Blackbird." les six minutes of simple
enjoyment. "Little Lamb" vies
with "My Love" as the best of
McCartney’s latest.
Side two of "Red Rose" doesn’t
live up to side one’s melody. It
experiments a little with the
chanting of "Loup (1st Indian on
the Moon)." when McCartney
gets into the Moog. Nothing else
is worth mentioning on side two
but the II minute medley of
simple little ditties that certainly
won’t live as long as such McCartney greats as "Yesterday"
and "Maybe I’m Amazed." But
the II minutes sound out the
trend of the ex-Beatle in keeping.
things simple. "Power Cut," the
last song. employs two or three

chords on the piano. It can only
be described as nice.
The only danger in the album’s
simplicity is the writer’s lack of a
significant lyric. Lyric isn’t
needed in rock that is imaginative
enough to support the listener’s
interest with music alone, but
McCartney’s lack of lyric in his
ultra-simple writing dangers the
listener with boredom.
An example of meaningless and
Miring words is found in the
medley. The words "hold me
tight" are uttered slowly 23 times
as Paul slides down the scale with
his voice. The listener is tempted
to go out for a sandwich

Li

It’s not worth dwelling on his
band "Wings." They’re just a
back-up to McCartneys talent.
Any other group of players could
do the same. In fact, there’s a
rumor out that he’s going solo
again.
Paul McCartney has travded a
long road of continuous success
both with the Beatles, and
without. It’s going to be interesting to hear what follows the
basic chords of "Red Rose
Speedway." How simple can a
composer get, without turning off
his audience Give a listen to
"Red Rose." Better yet, give it
five or sin It can grow on you.

Dancer Halprin
weaves trances
Ann Ilalprin. dancer and
founder of Dancer’s Workshop.
reflects her style of living through
dance.
As part of the 21st Century Fair,
Mrs. Halprin performed a ’trance
dance’ last night for an enthusiastic audience that participated with her.
The purpose of the ’trance
dance’ is to alter the state of
sinsciousness and tap inner
riches that lead to an altered state
of conssiousness.
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Phone 294 0ska

IN SCHOOL NEATNESS COUNTS

OFFICE EQUIPMENT

We specialize in used
typewriters $25.00-up

71 E. San Fernando One block from campus
8:30-5:30 M.F. 9-4 Sat Phone 294-2091

inhaling is receiving. and the
space inbetween is stillness. The
objective is to bring about tn

Breathing. Mrs. Halprin said, is
something that happens of its
own accord without mind interference. direction or control.

You -ye come 10
ve
tht 101,,
Alizarin Crimson
Antwerp Blue
Aureoltn
Aurora Yellow
Bright Red
Burnt Sienna
Blue Black
Brown Madder
Cadmium Green
Charcoal Grey
Chrome Lemon
Cinnabar Green
Cobalt Violet
Dayy’s Gray
French tiltran,
Ge

That special color
you’ve been looking for
is probably on one of
our shelves. Stop in
and browse around. We
carry a complete selection of the finest artists’
mater,als In town
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Breath u.,
gisen may.: ,111.
phase:. Inhaling is going.

exchange and unity between the
self-persim and the collective
person in his environment.
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Paul keeps with tradition
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(Heston. to Chuck Conners. the
bodyguard of the murdered man
in reference to the victim,

ANDRES

Latest McCartney disc is simple

M
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Linea like

Camera.

10% to 30%
DISCOUNT
ON ALL FAMOUS BRANDS

Projectors

Enlargers
Accimsorl es

Film

SAN JOSE CAMERA
DARKROOM SUPPLIES
DEVELOPING 8 PRINTING
245 So. First
295-8591

Make
New
Frie

Friends of library
sponsor book fair
A hook sale and bluegrass nilltIC
will be featured in the semiannual book fair sponsored by the
Friends of the San lose Public
Library at ti to 9 p.m. Friday. May
18. and 9 a.m. tots p.m.. Saturday
in the Community room of the
San Tose Public Library.
The two live hands will perform

Attend the Academy
of Art College, Summer
Session, 625 Sutter
Street, San Francisco,

Saturday.
Charging 25 cents per stacked
inch. the Friends will donate all
unbought books to service
groups. omsalescent homes and
charities, according to Mrs. Betty
Bishop. coordinator of the Fair.
Those interested can contact her
at 356-0644.

Telephone:
673-4200

Student Services West, inc.

cillorkter,,,,Oights
$85"

$ 209"

C01.11)12:T.: crunars
:(3 embership Pees
’pal s Inc hided

LIMITED SPACE STILL AVAILABLE!
contact
Liarbara Nev i ns
7...41P

235 E.

lvai table only to CSUS..) students,
faculty, staff, and immediate
f 3mi lies.

Santa Clara
Ca. suite CIO

San Jose,

ALSO-

287.1301

Jet flights worldwide at student prices and youth fares [-:!; International Student IdenThis is what we do:
tity Card issuance. ! Lodging (International and California) ; ; European Rail Passes (Eurail, Student Rail
Travel insurances n IntraComplete Tour information ’ Overseas job placement
and Britrail)
Overseas car rent, lease and purchase 7 Overseas motorcycle
European flight bookings and tickets
Complete travel information ! ! International and USA ski programs" Youth Hostel cards and
purchase
Student ships. trains and buses 7 Student resorts and hotels ri FACULTY travel programs
publications
n USA and Mexico student travel ’ Travel publications and magazines n

:7]

The average Navy Pilot isn’t.
No man who has mastered the flying
skills it takes to fly and land on a ship
at sea can be called an average pilot. And
the sense of accomplishment and satisfaction that he enjoys are also above
average. Which is only right. For the man
who would go places as a Naval Aviator
must pass through the most challenging
and demanding training program to be
found anywhere.
From Aviation Officer Candidate
School through Flight Training to the day
his golden Navy Wings are awarded, he
is tested; driven; pushed and tested
again. And for good reason. The Navy
has learned that without the will to
succeed, no man can be successful.
Which brings us to you. Do you have
what it takes to fly Navy? Send in this
coupon and find out. Or talk with your
local Navy recruiter. Or, call him at

000-000C, Even if you’ve never flown
before, if you’ve got the desire, you’re
halfway there.
SEND TO:

Gentlemen:
I like it Please send more information on what it
takes to be a Naval Flight Officer.
Name

Age

Address
City _

Stale

Zip_

Current College Year

Be a success in The New Navy.

1
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Sports
Kettman’s assault
may net batting title
Most strikeouts, career:
Most hits by team in a game
Spartan secondsacker Mark
Dennis Smith (88).
Kettman, with a ferocious display (261 vs. Fresno State University.
The Spartans also dtered their
Also a PCAA record.
of clutch hitting, may have won
best record of the past with a 32the Pacific Coast Athletic
Most runs in three game
15-1 mark. In 1971, SJSU won 30
Association batting title.
series: (43) vs. Fresno State
and lost 14. Its 1161 mark was
The junior from Santa Clara
a
PCAA
record.
Also
University.
good for second place in PCAA
dubbed out II hits in lb attempts
Most sacrifices in season:
play behind Los Angeles State
against Fresno State University to
Kettman
(19).
University.
move ahead of at least four of the
eight players listed ahead of him
going into the weekend action.
Thanks to assistance from his
teammates, namely pitchers Kris
Sorensen, Randy Zylker. leff
Gingrich and Steve Hinckley.
Kettman moved ahead of three
players from FSU, including
league-leader Mark Hance. The
Bulldog thirdbaseman had only
one hit in nine appearances to
drop well below the streaking
Kettman.
Ketiman’s personal assault
against Fresno State included two
home runs, seven RBI’s and he
scored seven runs. He finished the
PCAA season with .444 mark
with 28 hits in 63 bats.
Catcher Bill Hiegel, with seven
hits in 10 appearance against
FSU, boosted his average to .350
and a clear shot at All-PCAA
status.
The imaginary team will not be
announced until next Monday.
The league individual title
holders should be released from
the PCAA office in Los Angeles
either today or tomorrow.
Season records set by this year’s
varsity include:
Most at bats: Rob Brassea
(175).
Most hits: Mark Carroll (59).
Most hits in a game: Kettman
Mark Kettman ... 444
Bob Dotter,’
(5).

Varsity "bugs" alumni
in annual soccer tilt
There is something esoteric
about a Spring evening in San
Jose that sends all eligible
mosquitos converging on Spartan
Stadium.
The occasion was the annual
Spartan-Alumni soccer battle,
and the mosquitos made life
miserable for the players as well
as the people in attendance.
With All-American players at
practically every position the
Alumni took the field favored to
run the varsity into the unusally
dry turf.
What the Alumni found out was
that maybe the years had taken
something away as the inspired
varsity kept pace with their elders
and came from behind to earn a
2-2 tie.
The varsity took to the attack
from the opening moment of play.
Phil Galioto took a wicked shot at
the Alumni goal and only the long
arm of Alumni Goalie Frank
Mangiola prevented the varsity
from an early goal.
Joe Giovacchini was bearing
down on the Alumni goal later in
the half and the talented shooter
was in position to break the
deadlock.
With Mangiola faked out of
position. Giovacchini drilled the

sphere toward an empty net only
to have the ball hit the pole and
fall harmlessly away.
Jimmy Farthing was a standout
for the Alumni in helping
Mangiola fend off the attacks by
the varsity. Tony Rosa was
sprinting towards the Alumni
goal on a breakaway and he faked
Mangiola out of position. Farthing made a brilliant recovery to
bust up the scoring play after
Rosa lofted the ball over
Mangiola’s head.
The varsity got a break with
15:22 remaining in the first half.
The Alumni were accused of a

tripping penalty and Kenny Davis
drilled the free shot home to
make it 1-0 varsity.
Art Romswinkle tied it up for
the Alumni when he rebounded
his own shot past Gary St. Clair.
In the second half Taylor
Hubbard, one of the few alums
who wasn’t an All-American, got
Brian Russell out of position and
whipped the,sphere into the left
hand corner of the net.
With only 5:33 remaining in the
game. Jimmy Zylker fed Ramon
Rivas with a perfect pass and
Rivas evened the count and gave
the varsity a well deserved tie.

Softballers take
fastpitch crown
By BOB HILL
During the past season the
Softballers played their regular
season schedule of intramural
fastpitch games with the
distinction of being defending
intramural champions.
Next year will be the same.
In Monday’s third and final
game of the intramural fastpitch
playoffs. the Softballers once
again garnered the chain’
pionship, with an 11-7 victory
over Theta Chi.
In taking the title. the Soft bailers came back after losing the
first game of the three game series
6-5. They won the second game
13-8.
Theta Chi, who just last week
had three teams in the championship playoffs, wound up the
season with only two defeats, both
in the finals.
The Softballers got to Theta Chi
pitcher Marty Schaeffer for 13
hits and six walks.
They opened the scoring in the
first inning when Schaeffer
walked leadoff man Jim Keigwin.
Centerfielder Don Meyer then
laid a perfect bunt along
the third base line and legged it
out for a single. The throw to first
got away and both runners moved
up.
Jim Thorne. Softballer shortstop, hit a sacrifice fly to center,
with Keigwin scoring and Meyer
moving to third, from where he
scored on another fly to center by
rightfielder Tony Garcia.
Theta Chi tied it in the second.
A grounder to short by catcher
Chris Arlington that booted by
Thorne. One out later first
baseman Frank Moscato lined a
two run homer over the left field
fence.
Both teams scored two runs in
the third.
The Softballers tallied on a
single by Garcia. a grounder by
catcher Joe Smith that was
muffed by Moscato, a walk to

Life Insurance
use

25-5 5.63
35-5 622
45-311.64
SS-520.44

LOW
MOI1HOY
COP

your prnc,eril

CALL
appointment
rates guaranteed
Ihru MAY,

ONLY

LEAVES

PHONE
238-2614

2:11

JUNE 5
Available only toCSU
San Jose students,
faculty, staff, and immediate
families. Fare is based on the
pro -rata share of total cost of
the aircraft and are subject to
increase or decrease depending
upon the total people booked -Rate includes admin. cost of $10.

Student Services Mot Inc.
23I5 East Santa Oars fitreeA #710
Olen Jaw Calltmigis 95113
Barbara Nevins

Softballer firstbaseman Terry
Youmans then grounded to
Moscato who booted the ball.
Keigwin hit a grounder to short
which was also kicked for another
error, allowing a run to score.
They got their last run when
Meyer grounded to short.
But Theta Chi did get some
revenge for its loss.
In the fourth inning John
Greensides hit a foul home run
that cleared the leftfield fence
and shattered homeplate umpire
Ken Verdoia’s once glittering
windshield.
Final score: Softballers II,
Theat Chi 7. Verdoia -I, windshield that is.

E

PREPARATION FOR SUMMER

LSAT
STANLEY H KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER

287-8301
was or saline.

Amateur
Topless!!
WEDNESDAY
NIGHT
$25 to %sinner
$15 all participants
ALL PARTICIPANTS SHOULD CALL
73.1-1 I-31

ice 1938

BAY AREA (408) 275-8374

BRASS RAIL
760 MT. VIEWALVISO RD.
Full and Part-time
Open

E0 0 0

Second and San Carlos Office
280 South Second Street

00

Tony Garcia, Softballer team captain, fouls off a Marty Schaeffer delivery as
Don Meyer waits on third. The catcher is Chris Arlington.
Rob

0

Gradplan available only at:

David Holmes & Assoc.
Ilin San Sall., Or
(11951),

Dave Imwalle, former Spartan
varsity hurler, playing thirdbase
for Theta Chi, hit a sacrifice fly to
center scoring Jeff Carver, who
had forced Silvas.
Arlington then singled in Sales
with the tying run.
TheSoftballers scored three more
times in the fourth on a walk to
Keigwin. and singles by Meyer.
Thorne. Garcia. and Smith.
They added two more in the
fifth on singles by Keigwin.
Meyer, and an error, followed by
a single by Thorne driving in both
runners.
Theta Chi closed the gap to 9-7
in the fifth when Silvas walked.
and Carver beat out an infield
single.
After Salas grounded into a
force out. Imwalle drove one over
the lettfield fence for a three-run
homer.
The Softballers closed the
scoring in the sixth when Wyatt
beat out a single to second.
Mickey Johnson. Sof ’bailer
pitcher, who gave up only five
hits. forced Wyatt off second.

MBANK0FAMERICA

COMPARE
CONSIDER

!MT.

ER

So you’ve got your college degree. And
with it, enough kisses, head-pats and congratulations to last you the rest of your life.
What you need now is a little green
stuff. Money. Or better yet, credit.
That’s what we’ve got for you: creditand then some-to meet the world head-on.
All wrapped up in a neat package called
Gradplan.
Gradplan can set you up with a credit
line big enough to do the kind of things you
want to do. It’ll show you how to get your
checks cashed immediately when they’re
needed. How to write yourself an instant
loan. And how to take some of the pain out
of finding a job (excuse the expression),
with a really handy new booklet you’ll find
right there in the Gradplan package.
Come in. Ask for our special Gradplan
Representative. And get yourself some
credit-plus.
Out there, in the real world, you need
all that you can get.

LOOK

$25,000

lelifielder Dm Wyatt, and
popfly that was dropped and
thrown away allowing two runs to
sctwe.
Theta Chi scored theirs on a
walk to oenterfielder Ted Silvas
and a popup by shortstop Ron
Sales that his Softballer counterpart. Thorne. dropped for an

Graduating?
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Doctor claims processed food good for nutrition

Low cost and convenience for future food
By CLARK BROOKS
Loom oast process and convenience foods will sustain
Americans in the future, while
nutritional value will increase.
according to Dr. Horace Burr.
research chemist for the

Department of Agriculture.
His lecture was feature of the
A.S. sponsored "21st Century
Fair.- which will continue
through Friday.
Speaking before an audience of
13 Monday in the S.U. Calamas

Room. Dr. Burr said food
processing allows greater variety
whiM "is good for our nutrition."
He pointed to the trend toward
instant potato flakes, frozen
orange juice and TV dinners to
support his predictions.

Food prices are and will CCUIncreased food processing will
tinue to be low. "I think the cost
be an essential timesaver in
rapidly-moving society, he said. of food relative to the oust of
"I also foresee microwave ovens everything is going to continue to
in ekery home by 1990." he fall." he said. We spend only 16
added. "They save an awful lot of per cent of our net income for
food. he explained.
time."

By CRIS WAIVER

factor in slowing down the aging
process.
The panel featured Dr. Horace
Burr, research chemist for the
U.S. Department of Agriculture;
Dr. Wade Brant, a U.C. Davis
biochemist; Dr. Elveda Smith.
Chairman of the SJSU Horne
Economics Department: and Dr.
George York. food technologist
for the U.C. extension, Davis.
Dr. Burr. in response to a
question of whether food
processing is harmful. said. "In
sonic cases, processing aids in the
nutritional value of food,.
Potatoes, which perish easily, are

processed when harvested to
preserve the texture. flame and
color.
"However, processing this
vegetable also preserves the
vitamins." he said.
"Do we need to eat sugar or
carbohydrates?" asked one
person from the audience of

SALES MANAGER

HS ’SPRING CLEANING" Flea Market
May 17th. 10.00200 on 7th SI Sponsoled by Co-rec. Sign up for SPACE
10.00.200 in front of Student Union or

call

991-2813

SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
SINCE ISIS
Food Supoiements i Instant Protein
vita C Vita E Celcium etc
KOme Cleeners Basic ii L SIC I
Newly Aide IMOteinlied Sham1)00 SIC
404, 4 Mary Rnoades 297-3818
LOVE YOUR SOU
Won SHAKLEE yOu Ore yOur Own OM
No Quotes
No Rise,
No Pressure
Our incentives ere WINS
EverY distributor nos Viewt goals
different approaches The fact Mat Our
natural MC/ducts really are tne kneel II
WW1’S] in our
UNPRECEDENTED Sides Growth
Thme figures will
BLOW YOuR MIND
keine Mese c OrnisiarilOnS
We will an you 10 00 a little rinearch
before we let you sponsor in
JOHN & MARY
466 So 5th 42
297-3866
GUYS AND GALSI
Jon
CC/liege-age BALLET clan at
Eugenie School of Ballet Basic tmnnifor beginning dancers
Small
quo
classes-inoiviouro attention
Beverly
Eutratia Grant Director 241-1300
GOT A PROSLEM OR A QUESTION?
Campus SOS can nem Call Ins Spartan
Daily afternoons after 2 pm 277-3,81
DO YOU iike A 5 orogrms here on cem
Pus, it not don I Boon apply for the
Program board Apply in tne A S office
FREE MOVING BOXES B WOOD
PALLETS
Courtesy of
BODEGA ESPANA
Wines A Wine Making
1040 N 4th
free
FREE MONEY! Free housing
education. free clothing free furniture.
fre travel. How to get it Free details.
write Box 77348. Atlanta Ga 30309
KIM &THING is anxious 10500w you the
things that THING has for you THINGS
includes everything you need from
bicycle bags to cigarette papers THING
opensevery weekday between 1211000t0
130 PM and located at corner of S 958
E William St
HUMANITY isn’t dying of thirst. but of
lack of love How do we relearn to love?
How do we find ourselves and fulfill our
POlential in this dehumanizing world?
The SEARCH FOR SELF. 12 cornett,
POrary films to be shown lour Monday
evenings in May will ’ketone varlOuS
answers 10 thine questions encounter
MOyernenf. communal living. Sensory
parapsychology, 5101980’
awareness
back,
perception,
meditation.
osnaworiern Each evening Will conclude
wan small group dimuosione Mondays.
730. Student Union, Senn ticket $8
Showli.110 rag ) Single $250 Student
1350 rag) For tickets or further information call Me Humanist Community
of San Jos* 214-5017
STARMILL ACADEMY offering memorial
day lifestyle weekend Planning / Building model community in redwoods
Twenty participants For info smite
NOW, 1412 Starnill Rod Wooded*. Cal
SPROUT SANDWICHES Jinsimi tea. hot
or cold NATURAL FOOD STORE
E
San Salvador St

12e

WED CINEMA "SILLY JACK" wills Tont
LasIs141 DisloresTaylay May 15,310II
?IS PM MD AudRedurn MM.
MAKE IT TO THE ABSENTEE
B ALLOT RLLEY TODAY
AT 12
NOON IN THE STUDENT UNION
COURTYARD THERE WILL BE A
LIVE BAND. REEF CODY, AND
LOT OF PEOPLE WHO WORK FOR
JIM SELF, CANDIDATE FOR SAN
JOIE CITY COUNCIL. WHO WANT
YOU TO SIGN UP FOR AN As.
SENTEE BALLOT SO YOU TOO
WILL HAVE SOME SAY IN THE
POLITICS OF THIS TOWN YOU’LL
GE T THE BALLOT AND SE ABLE
TO VOTE BEFORE YOU LEAVE
FOR THE SUMMER. NEEDLESS TO
SAY. WE’RE HOPING THAT YOU
WILL SIGN UP AND VOTE FOR JIM
SELF,
FAIR I SALE
The Dead Cow is holding Its 3rd annual
LEATHER FAIR 8. COUNTRY JAM
SORE! That means fun, live music,
natural foods, crafts & Inc tannery
Clearance of Over 50.000 It of leather
June 9 a to, to am S Om
IMITIM
SALVE TANNERY. 1010 River $1
Santa (rut
HANDICAPPED Group In Japan
wishes In estabilsh contact with Semi/
in 5 .1 NM 7065
Classical Guitar I 66666 Mien, Begin
ning through Advanced. New depths Of
Miming and expression through
ma

meet Intimate.
RM.

Recent Paperbacks at leriCe Beat Sci-Fi
selection in Bey Ares Records too We
Yale trie 000k11 you want
need & best
prices in town Yes we buy & trade beetle
records RECYCLE 235 So 1st Of 2816
61,5

S,00 per wek GUARANTEE

InStrumentS Call 275

50 hrs. week
Set. 9.6
Sun. Ills dark
Mon. 4 foster*
Tuts. 4 Is dark
Tues. Its dark
Wed. 410 dark

SAVE TIME AO’ Before you purcnarse
costly Warm 10.0 refail CfiliCk w1 u5 for
diSCOunt Prices 10 SJS students or all
vow needel We guarantee Me lowest
prices in die Bay Area on such nemeses
oanSui Pioneer Marini’ Inc Dual
itc Can us for Weekly specials tool 292-

green Thumb Lawn Service
245.4920

1972 VEGA GT, speed. silver w block
21 M.P.G.. $1950
stripe. MOM
cash Or continue Payments 289.5677
after 5 Pm
Exceient 0200

65 PONT. LE MANS 224, -Hurst 4.somo
New prams wenn pump II t.m.no Tear
36,0 277-8822 or 298-5864
-- SS TR-210 Sr VW Camper R205 ether
or elave note Bx 289 Bldg 0 .1vsay

OATSUN Good shim Reliable
Lien Flits 275-9010

5605

1966 VW stet," wagon 0112811W DUG.
Best offer Ca
ete,11."4
STUDENT CAR INSURANCE
No Student Refused
25,0iSCOuNT FOR 3 OGPA DP
NON-SMOKERS
Monte., pa,menis avaiime
048’ue23 days 241-8873 eves
VW SEDAN. Rebuilt 1700 snow, Brand
new parts Ex cond $900 Call any hour
277-8787
WANTED -13 Ford Falrlane or Mercury
Comet Needed for parts 241-8705
OW TUNE-UP 1111
ADJUST VALVES
CHECK POINTS, PLUGS
SET TIMING
255-2563 atter I PM
57 OPEL. 2 DOOR WAGON
UNT. GOND, ENGINE UKE NEW,
TAPE SET-UP 5100. CALL VARRIAN
289-93112
’67 Ti-IA New engine, new paint, new
guages and interior. Perfection plus.
Come and see 243-0135
N VW FASTBACK Melt’ rebuilt mem.
nen hrakes. clutch. A M.I- M radio Is coed
Von Dayk591-0161 cot 628 Eves 325-11200
Ask tor line

FOREIGN LANGUAGE COURSES
Fiimrr & FIJssam records an0
Ii ,ioS tor svie Ree$Onvve Cll. 297.
.irtgo
THE LOST FIXA MARKET

,

ectabies
90075-

4
.

lieJ 200cm
a

1

’61 OPEL WON. 1500 Must sell, going
in army Very good cond Low mil
S700 offer 229 9148
16 CHEVY Standard six, 5179 or best
offer 292 1681
’65 DODGE DART, door. Automat,.
good condition. 5590 Call 258 6199

FOR SALE
WE
HA- NISSUILD the best stereo
loudspeaker systems for the money
K L, K LOUDSPEAKERS from $15 354/369.

LARGE 3 bdrm.. 254., apt. $215imo. Fall.
$165/surnmer. See at 399 S. 12th St or
call 2981607.

STUDS -BITCHES All are expenenced
Puppies For 55 you get man’s best friend
and a box of puppy chow 1592 WillOW
Brae, 62

HOUSES, WOMEN for summer A next
scnool term Firepiace, garbage disposai.
ref & freezer, volley ball & tennis court
Will accomodate groups of 4. 6. IL 7 Cali
at 406 So 17th St.

2
SO CAMERA MAMIYA C $3
LENS’ 55 105. 250 mm wiLUNASIX LITE
METER Plus many extras Call Ken aft 7
PM 275-9454
ATTENTION INVESTORS
This Older 4 unit property within 2 blocks
of the campus will show appr 10% Cap
Rate at asking of $35.250 For full info
call Mr Stanford Almaden PrOPerties
268-1001

SLACKLITE PO SSSSSS I 50 PATCHES
ISO & lip INCENSE 25-296 PIPES $1 00
.in RADIOS $395 A UP LEATHER
1.11005 BINOCULARS 12200 6 UP
BLOC:KU TE COMPLETE It $11 96 4
52005 STROBE LIGHTS $17 95. GAS
Gt.() BULB $3 95 INDIA PRINTS FISH
NE TING $1968UP T.SHIRTS $200
EACH BROOKS 80 E San Fernando, 1
rak from SJSU Phone 2960401

Swat

Albert

HELP WANTED
DEMONSTRATORS
RUSSERMAID
PLAN
NO INVESTMENT
NO COLLECTING
NO DELIVERIES
FOR CONFIDENTIAL INTERVIEW CALL
WANDA
HAMMOND, DISTRICT MANAGER 4013116-9527
NEED
GIRL
for
light
clerical
a.
nousecleaning
Also handyman for
yardwork ili painting Fiernbie hours
St 65,hr Cell 217-3330 or 247-8477
MASSEUSES-Earn TOP Woven while
training Day Or night shill or part-time
VIP. HEALTH SALON, Fremont 7946542
O USSOYS. warters-exper. preferred
Must speak Chinese Waikiki Village Restaurant 15405 Los Gatos 111.3., Los
Gatos 3569154
PRETTY GIRLS wanted to fiance
al a club with class NO TOPLESS Start
Must be over 21 years
si son,
Auditions daily 292-5080 SAM Jose THE
HIP-HUGGER 580 MERIDIAN AVE
VOLUNTEERS FOR SLIMMER SCHOOL
CREDIT in areas of Art. Music Drama.
Science tor 510 week Day Camp See or
call JOIlni Martino Activities Office eel
72972

common.

DOWN RAGE 21 lb goose moment
cond $45 Ampex Cant recorder. 20
welts with speakers and :apes $66 Call
284-3339 Pim or Mary

f-ove
yOu
IF YOU LIKE
RECYCLE a different treed 5005e101e

FURNISHED APTS.
4212 E San Salvador St
00055 from
ilunCtin HMI Summer &Fell appiiCatior
now being taken Cali 294-5028 or 294? 55 ASS tor J 8 or Mr Lee

SPEAKERS-GUADRAFLEX I, 3 way
system, good sound & condition $90
each. 295-2615

B ACH B6 Trumpet for sale ML 13cte in perfeet Condition Has 151 anC93rd
trigger SlideS Gives a full tone S275

113 SPRITS 1200cc Eng recently rebuilt
$403 Rich 3563824

ROOMS, MEN, Cheerful, airy. well 10 wail
Carpel Good beds Outside entrance
Uulel 406 So I Ith St

SUMMER RATES-INCREASED
SECURITY
3
Socnoom 2 beln-Ooo, oir st Cv
r 1
AcK .0041 paneling -shag cots 470
Ot Rh 267-7590

’64 FORD custom& great traneportation,
good mechanical condition $300 Cell
258-8912

’71 PINTO MOO se. duel, orbs. wags.
Cid Cong . many extras 51.500 Ce11736
7047 or 730-1413

ROOM-KIT, Co-ea Reserve now for
summer. Summer rates June thru
August by Hali 279 E San Fernando
Clean, quiet close. 204-6472. 293-9814.
2:j-1152.

JUICE EXTRACTER1 For sale-excel
cond 2 1i2mo. old. little used. 555 Come
see AM-FM stereo multiples 4 channta
stereo.
8 track
deck
speaker &
earphones all for 500.6 mo Old Call Mr
Freeman 261-2980 9 am -6 pm

NEW O’NEILL’S WETSUIT, LARGE
LONGJOHN. Make offer Call John
775-9243 before ID am. Mier S pm.

SEXY 1111 CUE V. IMPALA Feet sir. POPS
new brakes io miles, ex cond Seamo Norm $699 Call 227-2739

Green Thumb Lawn Service
24S-4920

HOUSING

THIS ONEI A 111001E1 ’59 Ford Clalmie
Runs OCCIISionally, good for parts 52101
test offer Coll Mary 225-1310

’72 SUZUKI 500 Excellent condition Getting warned and must sell $800 or best
offer Coll 3761281

30 nrs week
Sal Is
Sun II Isderk
Mon Ito dark
rues 4 to dark
Wed fly dark

SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER
Ms PHI POUND
ANY AMOUNT Ph 293-2164

11 FIAT 800. Runs $10041 $125 Cell 204%39

PRICED TO SILL
Sola-converts 15 550 A rattan
Call 579-1481 alter 5 Pm

Individuals for insurance sales with
management potential part time
Summer,
school year, full Um!
salary 8. commission For interview
call Jerry Hill at 267 2700 or 2266153

67 if FT SAILBOAT. dayskier 4 H P
.1 rf i.0Ms Sone?, wailer 51 ISO ph

IOW
PEOPLE WHO LIKE PEOPLE
Guff -time summer lobs avail showing
specinty items to single working gels
Menegernent OpPOrtundies
Must hese own transportation
For Interview Call Collect
1415) 1132-SWIE 9-1 PM

WOMEN

SINGLE
121-351, needed as
counselors for fin. High Serra tamale
girls camp to teach Waterskiing, Arts &
Crafts
English-Western
Equitation
Gymnastics & Typing-Ntmepaper Exeter Pref 0111.4-22 Ph 14151957-4297
FRIDAY PUCKS PLAY MISTY PORNO’
STARRING CLINT EASTWOOD MAY
1$ 11) PM MORRIS DAILY IWO, ADM,
SES,

:A

o3lttent.

Dr. Burr was more concerned
with the processing and shipping
quantities to meet future needs

LOW

2 SORIA. Apt $135,month or Studio
595, month 601 S 5th St See mgr 1501
call 295-0890 or 258-0617
_
ONE.SDRM. UNITS
9115 Well furnished 4000 Sth
$115 Freshly painted 600 S 9111
WHAT IT 1St
Deluxe Furn. Apts
rno-eurnmer
2 Wm. 2 bath
148 E William St. 998-2494

t140.

LARGE? bdrm.. 2 bath, turn apts. Now
renhng for summer, 1110. See at 506 S.
itn St. Call 294-7388 winter rates $150
TOWNHOUSE WEST? lacIrm. turn 3 full
months 5130 Built-in washing machine
1111-1027.
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES needed
NiCe. Spacious house. Close to cam
pus. Available June 1st Call 294.2909

PT RAM nil atieuJrrar1011
SAW ens3v50
- <oft,: t 01218,41 OIL
- 0101%
’-’ MONO INISS41011
L.: allie MAIM]

abet LOSS I e15550i17
m OlaWASIASIO
m Ma WWII a AN amninrt
M not salwankto Tits

’’’’ wets

p,.,
Tree
Leases

LA. Cu/
7145001

Thurs. May 17
9:30 to 3:00
OUTSIZE STULENT
UNION

Sm.: 10e
INN
MINI(St

la Cooly 531 7471
3203 likened Bird,
LaYersed 110712

BIOS FURNISHED STUDIO
Convenient to campus
830 South littn St
FROM $5.5imo New rooms across the
campus Kit env, util pd Men st 99S 9th.
Woman 2750 10th St Many *stria that
must MI Men. summam RATES SEGIN
JUNE 1st from $40 Open dna y fOr inspection Cell 2968514, 295-8525 or 2879585
FREE RENT. One months Free Rent to
students wilhl months rental agreement
Minute, from Campus Nun and family
WICH:inil small pets recreation facilities
2 tam 2 batn from 5175 unfurnisnid
from 5195 furnished 3 brim so.: also
available Wiliow Glen West Cali 266
1474
HOUSE. 3 Corm. 2 bath, gimpy patio,
and lots of parking 511 S 10th. $265/M0..
5250 in surnMer Phone 2965286.
ROOM
rentals Preferred -2 blocks from commis $5E. upstairs. if you loin us you get
wnmesale groceries to boot. Call soon fOr
cool summer. 205-7438.
SHARP ROOMY PURR. 1 br MPH,. 112
xis to campus Lrg kit $bathSlOrm.dr.
OaCk yd wean 5150.rno ems 2877322 or 293-2897 eves
LOW SUMMER RATES 598 Clean, turn
comlortable 1 bdrrn apt Now taking
reservations 288-7474 or 294-7332. 533
iltn St S
ROOMS FOR RENT IN
downstairs *action of Almaden area
mouse. ) nr Capital Expy.1 Prof female
575,mo util Call 265-0188or 2641752
BUMMER RATES AVAILABLE NOM
Private room vekit . sep entrance, large,
light, wry. 294-8472.293-9814. 253-1152
279 E San Fernando inset door to
Peanuts
IVY HALL
LARGE APTS.. turn , Quiet. Parking. TeXing applications for summer & Fall. 1
bdrm 580. 2 bdrm $120 536S Sth St. 49
295-7594
TWO FEMALES needed to share three
tictrm
turnialled house near campus
84Erno All utilities paid. 298-0158.
FEMALE ROOMATES WANTED for
summer and/Or fall 7 bdrrn 2-story
house 4 moms available June 151
551 43,rno per room Call 289-1744.

LARGE mouta. party turn. for B. $200
summer. $320 rig HOUSE for 4 2 bdr
$130 sum UNIT for 2E70 gum. 1100 rag
S 11th A San Carlos. 2463023 or 739.5479
III FURNISIMID STUDIO
All utilities included Clean S parking
Men only 620 So 304 St

11590)
10*
VICTORIAN HOME
cond.. orlg. fixtures.
rooms, gd
Suitable for lg. farm or grOup. Walking
distance to campus 531,950. Call 257
2673

a-am:I:war ROOM with kit

priv.
bliss. 10 525 560 .0. Non smokeronly.
Avall. June 2. 287 3125. evenings best.
ROOMMATES mums to share large
house during summer INO.M01 &
possibly Fall. Come by 240 5 12th 5t.,
or call Ron 998 8716
w
LARGE 1 BEDRM. Apt_ New
l.g pa Furn. 1515. 2nd St., No. 4, 293.
7796

, July 11.er
STUDIO AVM
August, S105. Burbank area. Open
Seamed ceiling and loft Backyard.
Call Robert or Candy, 2$6.9753.
2 BEDROOM furniShed Apts bummer
rate 5105 457 S Ninth St Call 789 9943
or see mgr No 6

SERVICES

for each selection for moiling & handling

PRIVATE ROOMS for male students.
Duplex 1,2 blk SJSU. Summer S Fall:
snare liv rm kit Mc 297-6079,
3 SORM. HOUSE 1 block SJSU. ANIL
Summer & Fall Upper My women 2976079.
NEED I or 2 people to share my luxury
apt IdiehwaSher. sauna heated pools
etc I For approx 2 months Maloof female Call 246-7081

LEGAL SECRETARIES do fast, accurate
typing on IBM Setectric. Call Nancy or
Mary 291.31900, after 6 PM 2381540
PASSPORTS-I. D. PHOTOS
410r 03 50 One day *sauce Sam -3P rr
rn to noon TINKEREIELL
Salt 8
STUDIO 1040 The Aiernekla SJ Call 2555882
TYPING -Reasonable experienced and
ram IBM SeleCtriC Call Helen 263-2739
WEODING PHOTOGRAPH that makes
occasion 100k as special as it feels
Visit Our gallery and make the comparison -a different kind orpholography
tor people who care Petersen & Bishop
Pannottaragre,aupilty3,54-L2m513Gatos 438 North

DRUG-ID
Anonymous Analysis
14151 965-1158
STUDENT TYPING
Near Meriden S Curtner
Experienced
285-2134

AIR-COND. Summer rates 2 & 3 ticirm
$135 105140 Large. Modern, 6958 11th,
Call 275-1974
SORM. Duplex. partly turn. 1610aTio
needs clesnIng, go see at 463 S 10th St
iundrommt.
HOUSE-F urn 2 barns 5225 all util pd
0000 12th St 2264671 after 5 PM
FOR RENT
II Rand StudiOS
Quiet
w w carpete turn
Pool and Rey rea Room
Summer Rates
620 So 9th St S J 751 481/
2, 3.
4 SCIRM HOUSE for rent across
street campus F urn Summer rate
354 4363
BDRM, burnished apt near campus
Want year round fenentS Reasonable
rates Call 767 7243
CHEAP - 7 bedroom furnished apt
5130 year round rate available June
Water 6. gerbage pd SSO returnable
aep Pets OK Quiet, I
blk from
library AS 5 Oh 287 7387
SUMMER
7 Wen, house 5175
bdrm house 5150
bedrrn apts from 560
Call now for bargains
287 4913
FUSS eels one bdrrn S85 2 bdrrn SIOS
IS $110 3 bdrrn SISO on 8th St smrtir
rates pets OK wtr obi/ pd See Pete at

YOUR OWN LANGUAGE
W ight colors. beautiful smells flowers
speak a language all their own At very
special times. like your wedding day,
you want them to express a thousand
tni ngs
BRIDAL FAIRS FLOWER
SERVICE featurm truly creative combinations of floral designs hundreds of
distinct. quality arrangements at fantastic student prices 1Ne invite you to
compare bridal bouquets start at only
Student special $5 discount with
wedding order accompanied by this ad.
BRIDAL FAIR! FLOWER SERVICE
Rd .o
10311
S
Saratoga-Sunnyvale

$850.

Cupertino, 257-7202
Try our DRY CLEANING for sweatere
shirts,
pants.
959 & up Campus
Launderette, Comm S. 3rd a San
Salvador.
TYPING
60 NOrtn 3rd St Apt 023
287-4355
TYPING in
rend/WOW
263-2739

my North
Sat iSfecti0.1

KEEPS ALL NEGATIVES -,...1
8 x 1,5 5’ 15001" Ws, o’ 40
OnOtOgrapherS Make an appointment to
see our sonnies -men decide Open
every evening until 10 pm For FREE
Packet call 257.3161
IF YOU’RE ENGAGED...
NATURE HAS A GIFT FOR YOU
Nature s talking Dart in making our 111101
Wowing invitations and Accessories the
most creative and personalized ever
L.OiOrtul 1100111 Proclamations Rich
Original nature-pnotogramy invitations
tven the Creamy classIc traditiOnSIS
TOWN A COUNTRY DUPLICATING ha.
mug’ woolenn of truly origin., &CCMWel and annOunCernentS to choose
trorn-wiln a Hwy meow gift offer to any
USuSJ student with this ad
TOWN I COUNTRY DUPLICATING
10321 S Seratoga-Sunnymie Rd
Cupertino Cellt 95014
Phon 253-1131
SPEED READING
DOUBLE or TRIPLE your reading rate.
Develop critical reading skills 5 Wk.
course. Begins May 14 Mon. Eves. in
Palo Alto Taught courses at Stanford.
U.C.L A. New York UM WerflingriOuse.
PT 6 T Only
Call Now Michael S.
8401 14151 327-7587

tsa

PHOTOGRAPHY
54
Passports
Weddings
$25
Commercial Aov PR Fashion 6 5 W
Loior 275.0596
GIANT POSTERS made from any photo.
slicks or print in 1 day 55. Great gift idea
Super Shot. 353 Meridian 293-5654.

CLASSES IN POTTERY, interims,
stained glass. Reasonable rates. Blouom
Hill Crofts. 358-8784 or 358-9035.

LARGE RM in pot home for 1 or 2 male
students near SJSU 2974079

SUPER
LARGE
1
bdrrn
apts
v., carpeting
Furnished
$135/m0
Summer rates 5115 439S 4th St Call
998-8619

NO AND UP, nice COMfOrleble. 9 room, downtown kit 5,10 .293-3910 15e
N 5th St

No I 793 7796

ROOMMATE TO SHARE 2 bdrm apt.
for summer. 550 rno., 421S Sth St., NO.
10, or call Ralph 214.1712.

ROOM WANTED in large house with 4-5
students nr So 12-15 before June lot
Call Oave att. 9 at 289-1904.

SAN FERNANDO HOUSE -Great atmospnere linen & Maid 11111rviCe CVO,
V Kitchen Onv tile Showers MIROM2
Center of aChiety 237 E San Fernando
669 to 589 mo 295-9504 or 293-6345

POR RENT; 2 bedroom furnishes)
apartment, $150 133 South 10th Street.
Call 270-0296

7$1 SO. 21141 St

Studio, unfurni near campus 611111155
pcl 440 S 10th St MO Ph 2289361

56125.

SUNNY LARGE 2 brIrM apt se/carpeting.
fury 2 Da. $155 summer rate 4395 4th
St Call 995-8819

$1011
Large studio sep study room
Healed pools turn vecarmas
min from Gamine’
SeCluded
297,200

kiage Gouty, MHOS
11812 Seed RA
Ilistaigtos Such 12247
.37

wki

DELUXE FUNK mai for rent $130 my 4
nips Irons campus Quiet See manager
I 65 E Reed St 52

THREE- -11111211C)012 HO- U11102 Across
street from Campus furnish or unturn
Faculty preferred Call 354-4303

WWI
NOLO

most
KAMA
am

AMERICAN DERMATCH.OGY ttINICS’ HEALTH $1111/KE

SUMMER
NOW -STUDIOS -mm
w,prt
bath & kit
env
woroup. Also. 2-3 bdrrn apts. rrns
wkitch too 292-7772

UNIVERSITY CLUS-Co-ed Beautiful
house !agonies grand piano color T V
recreation room kit env maid & imens
parking courtyard include. Continental
Breakfast From $716mo 202 So 11th
293-7374

However, he did say that the
dwindling meat supply will be
overcome by the use of soya
protein, fish concentrate and
microorganisms. The latter can
be raised en masse and inexpensively on petroleum, he said.

FREE MEDICAL FACTS

REPRESENTATIVE ON CAMPUS

ATTRACTIVR, LARGE. CORNER room
in Quiet norm Ideal tor study Perking.
kitchen priv near ClimPUS SMIOUIL
mature Man $75/rno 205-9154

LA DONNA -*pis:- I bedroom ems turn 5130 unfurn 5120
o w new csrpets Quiet 61,11069Np, near
the campus 385 5 4th St Coll Ben 286
039301 John 3565706

of food than with where and how
will be produced. That, he explained, is the problem of s
separate
division
of
the
Department of Agriculture.

HAIR & SKIN PROBLEMS

90078

5100. per wk. GUARANTEE
SALES MANAGER

STRAIGHT Mont JAPAN. SONY Port
Coior T V 80 5000.5200 Call
9959963 Before 8 30 AM or after 5 PM

JAGUAR, 35 Sedan 1965
Reconditioned Excellent guarantee 02 150.
Feldman 277-2398 Days

1101.1.0111000. CA

NEED IMMEDIATELY

A MILLION USN SOOKS osoinbacks
nrcei
and magazines Neat oi0
n.,Jkstore Wool in Santa Clara valley
s.,:e ’9/8 W000ruft 6
,,usn Twice
.ieed Books 8’ E San Fernando otwn
.16.111
J.., ill ’0-, on .150,4.1

SisiS

Pit/

121-351
INSTRUCTOR
RIFLERY
Stabienan0
Purchasing
Agent
Uisnwasner needed tor High Sierra
Camp June 15 -Aug 22 Ph i4151 9674297

, n9..1 or 2562028

’AUTOMOTIVE

FOR SALL "tem 2S
326.2413

1101

"About four or five months ago
the FDA ruled that if oompany
wants to say anything about its
product’s nutritional content, it
must tell the whole story." he
said. This presents a Lximpany
from advertising "10 per cent
protein" while omitting the fat

HAIR TRANSPLANTATION

WORLD CAMPUS AFLOAT

t temotar P065-5111010 1
1101110000 108 101:1’.

labeling

CHAPMAN COLLEGE

AS NEVER BEFORE THE MOVIES TV INDUSTRY NEEDS IMAGINATIVE 8
AGGRESSIVE TECHNICAL & CREATIVE TALENT’ NOW FOR THE tat TIME
HARD MISTS ON HOW YOU CAN START AN EXCITING CAREER AS A
CAMERAMAN ASSISTANT DIRECTOR ASSOCIATE PRODUCER
ETC
STAGE MANAGER PRODUCTION MANAGER FILM EDITOR
ROM
108 OPPORTUNITIES - PAY SCALES - UNION 111.11.15
!IAN%CURRENT
UNION A000E55E5 -WHERE TO GO
30 PAGES Of CONE MTAL INFORMATION TO GET YOU STARTEO NW’
WHOM TO SEE
10

The consumer is becoming more
nutrition conscious and the Food
and Drug Administration (FDAi
has tightened the guidelines for

HIGHLY PAID’

STIMULATING,

CHALLENGING.

peting on the basis of nutntional
content," he said.

medically harmful." she said. "If
a person wants to le weight. he
shouldn’t eliminate any one thing
from the diet, but should cut
down on his food intake."

A CAREER IN MOTION PICTURES & TELEVISION!

11511 51 ’in

AN

approximately 30 persons.
Dr. Smith answered, "Carbohydrates are important in the
diet for maintaining the water
balance in our systems.
"Some weight reducing diets
which promote the use of large
amounts of protein and fat, and
virtually no carbohydrates. are

According to Dr. Burr. the
competitise nature of the food
industry will also enhance the
nutritional value of foods.
"Companies will soon be com-

Vitamin E, nutrition discussed at Fair
Does Vitamin E aid a person’s
sex life?
There is no evidence presently
which shows a correlation between the two, said a panel of food
experts at the "We Are What We
Eat" seminar Monday afternoon
In the Student Union.
The informal discussion was
part of the "21st Century Fair"
being held this week at San lose
State University.
Panel members did confirm,
however, that research at the
University of California at Davis
has shown Vitamin E to be a

"One reason our food costs so
Stile is because the food industry
is a very competitive one," Dr.
Burt said.

side home
guaranteed

LEARN SPORT PARACHUTING
COMPLETE FIRST JUMP INSTRUCTIONS
ALL EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED
SPECIAL GROUP RATES AVAILABLE
STEVENS PARALOFT 569.5356

TYPIST -FAST, Accurate Can edit Master s etc Near SJSU Mrs Apeman
296-4104
.
_
TYPING-term pepers etc mperienced
and test Phone 269-6674

EXPERIENCED THISIS TYPIST
Masters Reports DISOKIS114.11
Merenne Temberg - 1921 Horns
Telephone 371-0395 San Joel
TYPING, EDITING. FAST ACCURATE.
IBM SELECTRIC, FORMER ENGLISH
TEACHER CALL 2444444 AFTER 0 30
MARY BATHER
RENT A TV OR STEREO, no connect
Free del Free alerted, Call Esches 251-.
2598

TYPING -ISM
Seleictric- ’nettle,
reports, general typing. lettere Me
Remonable rates 263-0895
ORIDAL FAIR PHOTOGRAPHY
H IGH nuaiity wedding photography tor
trWES1 Bay Area rates $ea includes
onIn 6 While album 60 color prints of
your Choice lull Set Of Skarn BRIDE

WRITING AND RESEARCH assistance
Typing editing (grad S under) Also
Everything for everybody 379-8018
SWIM LESSONS BY PROFESSIONAL
Nine years teaching ALL AGES how
to safely entOy the water Located
BLOSSOM HILL TENNIS CLUE.
Make Convenient Summer reservations
Phone Peter 0 Cirelli 365-4020
TELETYPES MODEL 331
BUY. SELL & SERVICE
REASONASLE 349-8281/
HANDYMAN - Fix sinks. walls.
toilets. cars, appliances. hauling. No
charge if I can’t fix it Much cheaper
than plumbers etc. Call anytime 287
7387
TYPING, College or Business, my
home. Call 251 0147 after 6 pm and
weekends.
TYPING
In my home near campus FaSt
curate. reasonable 275 6190

summER CHARTER FLIGHTS
TO EUROPE
Date Deallnallon Airline Poem
Ly Ju 8 Oak to Frankfurt ONA 8279
Rm. July 4 Brussels to Oak DC-10
Ju 19014. to Amsterdam ONA $2711
Het. July 25 Frankfurt to Oak. DC -10
Ly, July 5 Oak to London DNA $279
Het Aug B Amsterdamto Oak. DC -10
Lv. July 22 Oak to Frsnlaurt ONA $279
Am Aug. 22 Zurich to Oak. DC-10
iplue many other flights) One way Monte
SIN. For further flight info. contact
Richard 274-4813
10TH ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS
EUROPE FROM 8239 ROUND-TRIP
JAPAN FROM $359 ROUND-TRIP
CALL FLIGHT CHAIRMAN
19101 451-7905
1466 52n0 St Sacramento. CA 95119
SUMMER CHARTER TO AUSTRALIA
AVAILABLE FLIGHTS BETWEEN JuneSpat
round-trip fare $575
Contact Richard 274-4613
SUMMER CHARTER TO MEXICO
MAZATLANt round tnp sifters S nights,
9days & hotel plus extras SINS. PUERTO
vALLAR TA round trip airfare:8 nights.

days

$ nolel Plus eat ras $229 Eight dates
avaiebie
contect Richard 274-4813
EUROPE - I
- AFRICA
hignIS Student camping tours
througnout Europe Russia and Mexico
orticie ii,o4 A agent fOr inter -European
MP
’,PI flights including Middle
Km’ 4’
East CONTACT ISCA
,.cente B,vd 51 LA Cshf
e,31 826-5669 828-0955

CHARTER
FLIGHTS.
Complete
clornest,.international
programs
GonteCt Ji/lio Student Services West,
Inc 235E Santa Clan 0710 287-8301

LOST 8, FOUND
IMPORTANT
Dog found. German smowe mix, adult’
male, brown and black wired collar,
vicinity of 1 106 and Margaret Call Paula
275-9343
LIALA JEN - I found y010 class ring.
Call Steve at 379 8439
CHARTER FUGHTS, Compote 001,141114
tit I international programs. Contact .
John, Student Services West, Inc.. 235 E
Santa Clara. ota 287-8301

ac

PERSONALS
DONATE ON A REGULAR 51.000
plasma program and receive Up to
540 monthly Bring student 10 Or Mei ad
and WM.) a bonus with your first
donation HYLAND DONOR CENTER 35
S Almaden Ave San Jose CA 294-6535
MONDAY THRu FRIDAY 7 to 3 m
SEA FRIEND to handicapped man Lire
free in attractive room Girls Over 18
please call 29823011 aft 5
POETRY WANTED 101 anthOlOgy Inciude Ramped envelope Contemporsr.
Literature Press 311 Conforms Street
Suite 412 San F rancisr a 94104

MAGICAL CATS free to good home. Box
of food to boot Call 294-1875 efternoons
and nights

JI
’AUTOMOTIVE’
And to place your ad

THANK YOU-THANK YOU
Toyou who helped meby lilting out ourstionneire on SMOKING SURVEY. Got
13" on Me protect Rafael
I AM organizing an encounter group
participating,
Anyone intwested
in
between 20-30, is welcome Also need a
faciktator. as I would Ilk* to participate
too Call Larry 347-4835 aft 7 PM

FIND WHAT

FRIDAY FLICKS "PLAY MISTY FORME’
STARRING CLINT EASTV/000 MAY IS.
7 a 10 PM MORRIS DAILEY AUD ADm
504,

RESCUE SNli
Pound if onr an

Terrier puppy faces
find A home 2990190

TRANSPORTATION
ONE WAY CHARTER TO NEW YORK
MAY 31st 58500 ffax Included)
Contact Richard 274-4013
RUSSIA-SCANDINAVIA. 5 weeks Swi
incluSere London departures Shoal,
internakonW grOup camping trine, Ages
18-30 Also Europa Attic. India 3.11
eiks Write Whole Eartn Irmo. Ltd Box
1497 KC Mn 64141
FLYING SOON? Wail If Pays To Be
Young With TWA Your TWA Campus
Repreeentatim Biii Crawford 1225-72821
can twip you man your GETAWAY Fly
all 3 off with TWA Youth passport IL take
up to 24 months 10 My with a FREE
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD Call 225)252 for information after 5 00
lye resesselmni or your local nem KWH

:mom

YOU NEED
IN THE
SPARTAN
DAILY
CLASSIFIED
ADS

1
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Soar in a sailplane - like a bird
79

1279
10

Story by Keith Peters

-10
5279

Cars and trucks roar up and down the Nimitz
Freeway day and night. They go on their own way,
oblivious to the special world being offered only a
stone’s throw away.
A little gravel -covered road will take you there,
over the chuck holes and past a junky old building
offering antiques for sale. Hardly an entrance for a
business considered the world’s biggest in its field.
Once you get there, it’s even more deceiving.

lets
ntaCt

tip
iP

119

AUA
Juno-

A LONG ASPHALT runway interrupts a field of
dry grass, the giant "birds" sitting still on either
side. Jack McCombs, grounded with a little touch of
the flu, sits behind the main desk which is outside.
A bunch of wooden benches, occupied by a few customers, is the waiting room.
"Can I help you," says Jack, sporting a crew-cut
and dark aviator glasses. Before a single word can
be uttered, eyes focus down the runway and about
75 feet straight up. One of the big "birds" is coming
in to land.
The big "bird" is a glider, otherwise ’known as a
sailplane. Its home’this day is the Sky Sailing
Airport in Fremont.
On another day it could be in Calistoga, Tracy,
Vacaville or any of the other three soaring sites
located in California. But today it is Fremont, where
spring breezes provide good soaring above the
greenish -brown hills.
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"THIS IS A GOOD place for soaring," commented
McCombs, pointing to the hills. "You get good
offshore breezes and those hills over there are great.
With no motor, a sailplane rides the air currents.
Sometimes the air lifts are thermals, or rising
columns of warm air. Sometimes they are ridge lifts,
created when air currents strike the face of edit( or
mountain ridge and flow upwards. There are also
wave lifts, which travel up, over and down the other
side of high mountain ranges and convergence lilts,
when two currents of air meet head-on end flow
upward.
When a pilot wants to go higher, he has to use his
intuition and knowhow to find invisible air lifts.
And he has to make his plane respond to them. It he
runs out of air lifts, his craft glides fiery slowly to
earth.
THE ART OF SAILPLANING has given back to
man that first feeling of freedom the fabled Icarus
probably feltbefore he fell to his death when the
wax on his wings melted.
Man has always wanted to fly like the birds. His
attempts have developed into the 747’s and DC 10’s
that thunder through the skies today. The closest he
can come to free flight, however, is in a sailplane.
"It’s strictly back to nature," said Graham Hicks.
Jr., a Lieutenant Commander in the U.S. Navy who
spends his time working at Sky Sailing Airport.
Continued on page 3
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Grounds for earthquake
Story by Cynthia Sievers
and it’s 82 degrees at 12:37 in downtown San
lose," blares a portable radio while the non-stop
Frisbee game continues on the San Jose State lawn
in the lazy, late spring sunshine.
No one notices that the dogs. who moments
earlier had been eager participants, have stopped
panting after the spinning disk and are apprehensively sniffing the air.
One or two sunbathers may momentarily wonder
why so many birds are leaving their perches in the
nearby trees, but most of those sprawled on the
grass are aware of nothina but the warmth of the
sun and perhaps what sounds like the distant roar
ot a jet taking off from the San Jose Airport.
A split-second later it hits, and the dozing sunbathers find themselves in the grip of a nightmare.
Water splashes from the fountain: the lawn undulates like a green lake in a stiff breeze; the
buildings surround the Quad appear to be bouncing
crazily.
The Hayward Fault, wound up with the tension of
over 100 years, is grinding out its long -overdue
blockbuster.
The preceding scene is based on a mesmerizing
report by the U.S. Office of Emergency
Preparedness on Bay Area earthquake hazards.
Dramatically released on the 67th anniversary of
the 1906 San Francisco Earthquake, the report deftly weaves fact and fantasy into horrifying "what
if" scenarios evolving around Richter Scale 8.3, 7,
and 6 quakes occurring on the Hayward or the San
Andreas faults.
ANY COMBINATION of fault, time of day, and
season of the year at those magnitudes means
disaster, and San Jose State, 15 miles east of the San
Andreas and less than 10 miles southwest of the
Hayward, is assured of a ringside seat.
According to Karl Steinbrugge, UC structural
engineering professor and noted Bay Area earthquake authority, the ringside seat will be none too
steady.
"Structurally poor ground (such as San Francisco
Bay muds and the deep alluvial soils near San lose
and in Santa Rosa) has been associated with intensified earthquake damage," Steinbrugge contends.
"...In Santa Rosa there was intensified 1906 damage
to buildings located on the deep naturally deposited
alluvial soils. Thus, naturally deposited soils can be
as hazardous as the poorest man-made fill."
The geologic foundation on which a structure is
built is perhaps the most important factor in earthquake -related damage, according to many
engineers. Consequently, the Santa Clara Valley’s
fertile alluvial soil, such an asset during the county’s agricultural past, becomes a liability in the
urbanized electronics age.
FRANK ANDERSON of the SISU geology
department explains, "As an .earthquake shock
’S Fie; 2
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wave travels through loose, alluvial soil or fill, the
velocity of the wave slows down, and, correspondingly, the magnitude of the wave increases.
This was certainly a factor in the structural damage
that occurred during the San Fernando Quake in
1971 (6.6 on the Richter Scale)."
Designing buildings able to withstand serious
earthquakes has preoccupied San Jose State administrations since 1870.
That year the first California State Normal
School (now SjSU) laid its first cornerstone in the
low and marshy land with adobe soil known as
Washington Square (the Quad on today’s campus).
The large crowd attending the cornerstone-laying
ceremony knew they were in "earthquake country"
and listened approvingly as the state
superintendent of education described the new
building’s foundation as "harder than granite,
capable of resisting the heaviest earthquake
shocks, and incombustible by any heat short of the
fires of the last day."
HE MIGHT HAVE been right about the foundation. The world will never know, for four years
after its 1876 completion, "the forked tongues of the
red demon" burned the magnificent three-story
Romanesque structure to the ground.
Concerned now with "the red demon," the state
set to work constructing a fireproof home for the
normal school. The ionic brick building opened in
May, 1881, and earthquake concern was still on
their minds as evidenced by this description of the
building:
"The walls are firmly bound together to provide
against injury in earthquakes, by strong iron straps
built in the brick work, and extending entirely
around the building in one continuous bar four inches wide."
The straps held fast until the San Andreas Fault
slipped at 5:13 a.m. April 18, 1906.
AT FIRST GLANCE it appeared the Normal
School had come through except for "a few bunches
of bricks" that fell off and "a number of fissures in
the walls."
A closer look, taken by a state-appointed commission of architects, revealed that the building had
sustained damage equal to 75 per cent of its total
value and had to come down.
The engineers and architects went back to their
slide rules, and this time came up with nothing less
than the largest reinforced concrete school building
(in ground area) to be found anywhere St the time.
In compiling the design, the architects drew from
Moorish, Gothic, Spanish, Renaissance, and Mission styles of architecture.
THE ENGINEERS, meanwhile, were concocting
an antidote to earthquakes consisting of timbers,
steel plates, and concrete reinforced with steel,
aggregate, and ,ven crushed bricks from the

previous building.
"The Quad and Tower Building was built to
withstand any attack of anything or combination of
anything," says Dwight Bentel, SjSU journalism
professor since 1934.
For almost 50 years the Tower with its attached,
arched Quad waited on Washington Square for the
San Andreas or the Hayward to launch an offensive.
But when the attack finally came in 1983, it
arrived by mail from the state college trustees’ office in Los Angeles.
THE TRUSTEES had been uneasy about the
earthquake -resistance of the Quad and Tower Hall,
enrollment pressures were mounting, and some
people, including State Sen. Clark Bradley, thought
a high rise classroom building would make more efficient use of space than the rambling, arched, twostory Quad.
When advised by their legal counsel that they
might be held personally liable if the buildings
failed during an earthquake, the trustees padlocked
the complex, and in so doing, fired the first shot in
the battle to "Save Tower Hall" (as the entire complex was then known).
Alumni,
faculty,
politicians,
newspapers,
students, administrators and trustees slugged it out
for almost a year while the Tower Hall complex,
scene of 47 years of bustling activity. sat locked
and silent, doubtless hoping for a good jolt on the
San Andreas to test its mettle.
No such luck.
In 1984 a compromise was reached. The Quad, the
trustees ruled, would come down. Tower Hall and
Morris Dailey Auditorium would remain and be
brought up to code regulations.
DR. BENTEL’S HACKLES rise when he recalls
the day the wreckers arrived.
"They brought in a crane with a steel ball and
began whanging away at the building and nothing
happened! For days they pounded on it with no
results.
"Finally," he scoffs, "they had to bring in guys
with pneumatic jack hammers and chip the place to
death."
SjSU Executive Dean C. Grant Burton regards the
trustees’ final decision as a "good compromise."
BURTON’S BOOKSHELVES are lined with
binders crammed with correspondence and studies
relating to campus buildings. In recent years his office has given considerable attention to plans for a
high rise library.
Burton’s office has overseen the structural updating of Tower Hall, the Men’s Gym, and the
Journalism Building. Currently he’s asking for code
updates on the old portion of the Women’s Gym, the
Continued on page
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JC 206
les as close to nature as sailboating," echoed
McCombs. You learn about the weather."

lb

A GOOD SOARING pilot learns how to read the
natural signs like a ship’s captain read the stars
ages ago. The presence of uplifts is evident by flying
above dark dry fields, near ridges and cliffs, below
cumulous clouds or wherever birds are circling
without flapping their wings. Most often, the thrill
of soaring is being with nature’s original gliders.
Many birds, especially the larger hawks and
eagles, will actually show a positive affection.
They’ll bank and swoop by the sailplanes, veering
up close to peer through the plexiglass cockpit cover
to see who this "big bird" is.
"Birds accept gliders, but they won’t accept
powered planes," said Hicks.
"We just get up there in a current and get as close
as 20 feet to birds sometimes," added McCombs.
"I’ve seen birds follow us to find thermals."
THIS AERIAL companionship with the birds ist
just one of the bonuses of trundling through the sky,
unhampered by such things as cylinders andl
propellers. They sky is the sailplane’s domain, free
for the "big bird" to soar and circlelike a buzzard
after a dead animal.
The freedom offered by sailplanes has attracted
people in droves. On a normal day, a place like Sky
Sailing Airport may handle some 25 flights. On the
weekends, McCombs and Hicks are laced with as
many as 100 eager aerialists.
"Business has picked up during the last three
months," noted McCombs. "I don’t know exactly
what it is. It may be the ecology movement that’s
helped. Except for the plane tow, there’s no
pollution whatsoever."
Sailplane pilots claim their sport is not only
man’s highest calling but also one of the easiest to
master. ’rhe average mortal is ready to solo alter
live to 10 hours of dual instruction (one hour will
suffice if the student is already a pilot of a power
plane), and everything beyond that is on-the-job
polishing of techniques.
ALL A PILOT is faced with in a sailplane is an
instrument panel with three basic guagesan air
speed indicator, an altimeter and a variometer (for
measuring simple up and down movements).
"You get back to basics," said McCombs, about
flying a sailplane. "A sailplane is so basic that
there’s not one piece of electrical wiring on the entire plane. Not even a flashlight battery.
"You’re an airborne monitor of equipment in it
powered craft."

And that’s the last thing people want to be when
they slip into the tight cockpit of a sailplane. 01
primary importance is just getting up to the usual
height of 2,000 feet, where the two planes separate
into plane and bird. Then it’s rolling dives,
sweeping turns and just being in harmony with
nature,
BEING ALONE AT a quiet altitude, boosted
along by thermals and invisible waves and knowing
that only a clever glide is going to get you back to the
airfield is what sailplaning is all about. If Les
Arnold had known this joy a few years ago, maybe
he’d be the most avid flier of all today.
It was Arnold. who 12 years ago, founded Sky
Sailing Airport. Since then, it has been passed down
through two other owners. Today, the present
owners utilize 11 gliders and five tow planes in their
operation.
According to McCombs, students travel all the
way from Tiburon and Monterey to take lessons.
And there’s always someone waiting in line to go up
and fly with the birds for the first time.
When one gets tired of just playing around up in
the stratosphere, there’s always the added
challenge of the National Soaring Championships,
held last year in Minden, Nev.
AND FOR THOSE who want something really
different, there’s the second annual Smirnoll
Sailplane Derby, a competition for 20th century
Daedaluses who think they can cross the continent
using only the wings of manand an occasional,
tow from their friends.
This cross-country derby, though, is really only
for the strong at heart. A field of six planes will
make the 3,000-mile journey that began in the
suburbs of Los Angeles two days ago and is
expected to end near Washington, D.C., in the near
future.
A must for a competition like the Smirnoll Derby
is to have one’s own planean outlay that runs
around $10,000 to $15,000. For those whose funds
are less ample, a sailplane can be purchased tar as
little as $2,500 to $5,000.
If a sailplane is not exactly what you had in mind.
a single ride in the clouds can be obtained for as little as $9. It all depends on whether you want to be a
part-time visitor or one of 25,000 full-time enthusiasts.
All it takes is the will to step out of the everyday
lifeto get off the freeways and into the world of
silence and serenity. The clouds and birds will be
waiting.

Editor: Keith Peters
Editorial Staff: Lynn Bourget Joe Dobie, Sue Fagalde, Josie Heckerson, Tom
Granam, Gary Hiraki, Mike Kataoka, Joyce McCallister, Kathy Perlongo, Gary
Rubin, Courtland Saunders, Cynthia Sievers,Laura Smith. Carol Tognetti, Mary
Waterman. Virgil Weeks
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NOTICE
CSIS-CAMPUS
INSURANCE
SERVICE has worked with the
auto insurance industry for six
years proving the College
Student is NOT a "high risk "
CSIS offers DISCOUNTED
AUTO INSURANCE rates to
qualified ASB members of
California Colleges and Universities. We have nine
conveniently located offices in
the state.
If YOU feel that you are paying
too much for your coverage,
give us a call at 289-8681 or
stop by our office at 404 S.
Third St., S.J. (2nd floor corner 3rd and San Salvador)

Looking For a Good Fight?
Fditor’s Note: This Issue of Spectrum Magazine
is the lost to he published at San lose State
I nib ersity. Because of squeezes from the
lac ultv ss point of view and problems with
publication and advertising, the magazine has
seen its last days at San lose. It is tntis un
fortunate that a magazine publication with the
stature that Spectrum has is being eliminated

from the program. (her the past year, three
students base won either national or state
awards. Ilelga Charnes won two national
awards and Keith Peters picked up one national
honor to make San Jose State
ersity the
most nationally honored institution in magazine
writing on the ii est Coast this year.
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Environment

Fess Parker’s theme park...
Boone or burden?
Story by Tom Graham

A behemoth of traffic jams and pollution is in the
growing stage as three proposed projects are being
linked on one large site in east Santa Clara.
Within a half-mile radius, Santa Clara plans to
allow the development of a theme park, add an
annex to the West Valley College campus, and, if
one of the bids is accepted, construct a sports arena.
Marriott’s Great American theme park alone is
expected to attract 30,000 persons on peak attendance days during the summer months. The Bay
Area Air Pollution Control District (BAAPCD) has
pointed out that the summer months are the worst
for smog in the valley.
Add to this the number of college students who
will be commuting to classes during summer sessions.
Add the possibility of Santa Clara’s getting the
go-ahead for a new sports arena in an adjoining
area. Another 17,500 persons could crowd into the
same general area.
THE IMPACT of the theme park is heightened in
relation to the other two projects, all in the same
general area.
The area which has the potential for
becomingon certain daysone of the nation’s
most heavily populated and smog-ridden sections is
approximately 1,200 acres of land bounded on the
south by Highway 101, on the north by the Mountain View-Alviso Road, on the west by Calahazas
Creek and on the east by Lafayette Street.
Some 588 acres have been designated for the
America theme park; 80 adjoining acres are being
scrutinized for the possible site of the sports arena
recently approved by county voters.
Complicating the matters further, Santa Clara’s
14.
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transit system looms in the distant future, which
means that the chief mode of transportation to and
from the area of the facilities will be the automobile.
The auto already contributes 77 per cent of the
valley’s pollution, according to the BAAPCD.
Voicing concern over the level of air pollution in
the area, County Superintendent of Schools Glenn
W. Hoffman has gone on record:
"THERE’S NO question in my mind that students
in school, particularly those in physical education
and athletic activities, will be adversely affected to
the degree air pollution is increased."
Hoffman also suggested that an environmental
impact study be made by an unbiased agency before
the Marriott Great America theme park is allowed
to be built here.
In approving the theme park, the Santa Clara
planning commission and city council heard environmental reports from Wilsey and Ham, a consulting firm hired by the park developer to prepare
the environmental impact statement.
Members of STOP (Stop This Objectionable Project), a citizens’ committee formed in opposition to
the theme park development) have noted at city
council and planning commission public hearings
that town air pollution exceeded state standards 50
days and federal standards 80 days last year. They
also pointed out that the period of greatest pollution
coincides with the period of projected peak attendance at the theme park.
STOP MEMBERS say the project’s environmental implication shouldn’t be ignored. They
have repeatedly emphasized that the theme park
will cause increased traffic, congestion, and air

pollution, along with further destruction of orchard
lands, not to mention the displacement of wildlife
species.
The theme park is expected to increase Santa
Clara’s tax base and at the same time promote
related commerce, such as hotels, motels, restaurants, etc.
A consensus of STOP members feel Santa Clara
city officials are more concerned about promoting
big league status for their city than safeguarding a
healthy environment for their constituents.
A coalition of concerned citizens and environmental groups, including STOP and the Loma
Prieta Chapter of the Sierra Club, is presently
exploring the possibility of legal action against
Marriott, Fess Parker, the park developer, and the
city of Santa Clara, according to Nancy McLane of
the Sierra Club.
THE THEME PARK site is situated amid hundreds of acres of pear orchards and open fields.
Eucalyptus trees line Alviso Road, and palm trees
shade farm houses from the outside world. There
are a few old Victorian farm houses interspersed
throughout the area also.
Part of Santa Clara’s natural history is wrapped
up in this parcel of land. The developer proposes to
substitute a reconstructed Main Street to remind
the visitors of what has been torn down to facilitate
such projects as theme parks.
Charles Reich, author of the best seller, "Greening
of America." made an interesting obs3rvation about
the theme park concept in his book.
"We are slowly becoming awrre of what is
happening to our environment. More and more individuals and groups speak out against the des Continued on page 5
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"Daniel Boone:. has pin red many roles
in his career. His mos( recent being the
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Santa Clara’s theme pork.
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STUDENTS NEED YOUR CAR
SERVICED OR REPAIRED?
LEAVE IT AT 511 VA TEXACO

truction of the natural world.
"The whole logic we have been describing exploitation, substitution, numbing of awareness - may be seen at once in the phenomena oh
Disneyland. Economic progress destroys nature,
adventure, traditions, and the local community. A
plastic substitute is constructed and admission is
charged. Advertising and promotion then work to
convince people that they are really experiencing
Main Street. the Wild West, the history and adventure of America. As the families flock to the clean,
sunny, happy enclosure, how many of them realize
that something precious has been taken from them,
that they are being charged for a substitute that
offers only sterile pretense in place of real
experience? How many find the chief experience at
Disneyland to be a sense of loss of all that they are
seeing?"

?

ACCORDING TO PLAN, the theme park will
cover 80 of the proposed 566 acres. The parking lot
itself will be 82 acres. The remainder will be
devoted to industry, hotels, motels, offices and a
shopping center.
Marriott Corporation estimates attendance will
be around two million per year. Spread over the
operating days, they claim this represents an
average of about 14,000 per day.
The park will be divided into six separate areas
by various waterways and heavily landscaped
areas, according to a prospectus supplied by
Marriott to citizens who attended the city council
public hearings.
Within the park, they plan a wide variety of
features, including numerous theaters and arenas.
Outside entertainment, such as marching bands,
magicians and strolling cartoon characters, is also
planned. Children who visit the park are expected
to enjoy a wide variety of exciting rides.
GUESTS WILL PAY an admission of $6 for an
adult and around $4 for a child, which would entitle
the patron to all facilities throughout the day. No
tickets or other payments are required, except for
extra purchases.
The park will offer both permanent and seasonal
employment opportunities, but the park itself will
operate on a seasonal basis only. During the
operating season, Marriott hopes to employ high
fill 1,500
school and college s tudents exclusively
season jobs.
During one of the planning commission public
hearings, Commissioner Wade Brummell pointed to

WHILE YOU ARE IN CLASS
PARKING

THE LAST MAJOR movement on the San Andreas was 67 years ago, and the HaywardCalavares Fault system has done little but "creep"
here and jiggle there since 1868 when the Hayward
received credit for one of the greatest earthquakes
in California history.
"The peril grows each year over 50 since the last
major activity," Anderson says, "and quite likely
the longer the quake is in coming, the greater The
magnitude it will have."
When asked which campus building he would
choose to be in during a Richter 7, Anderson gazed
at the campus from his third floor office in Duncan
Hall and talked of falling tiles, glass, and architectural gimcracks (some weighing up to 1,000
pounds).
He speculated that "some buildings’ constructed
in the late fifties might be somewhat less safe than
others due to cost cuts and innovations tried at the
time. The only building he mentioned by name was
the planned Library Tower. "There’d better be no
cost cutting on that one," he warned.
Some campus sidewalk superintendents hoot
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TIRES
BATTERIES
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SINCE 1936
78 S. 4th - close to CSUSJ library

Marriott’s anti -labor history and suggested that a
provision be made protecting prospective employees and also guaranteeing construction jobs he
filled by Santa Clara County construction workers
COUNTY LABOR UNION leaders questioned
Marriott representatives about the possible
exploitation of cheap labor forces (specifically, the
student population) at a recent public hearing.
Planning commissioners, who were supposed to
study other similar theme parks throughout the
country, returned to report their findings at a
special public hearing. During their testimony, it
was discovered that two of the commissioners
visited a park that was neither open nor operating
during their visit, and that had few physical
similarities to the Santa Clara theme park site.
STOP members expressed a variety of concerns
about the environmental impact that such a
development would have upon the community.
They claim, "Raw land is a natural resource and
should be carefully used, mindful that there will be
future needs which we cannot predict or even
imagine at this time."
City officials and those connected with the theme
park development haven’t heard the end to public
outcry against the project, according to Dave
Goodreau, spokesman for STOP. If this last project
is any indication of trends for the future, citizens
can expect further attempts at rapid growth.

Calendar
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that Centennial Hall (now Dudley Moorehead Hall)
was nearly lost in construction, while a 1963 San
Jose Mercury article gleefully related how one floor
of the library addition, three years after completion,
"sagged like an overloaded clothesline" when a
student ran down a corridor to retrieve a dropped
pencil.
Dr. Bentel loses no sleep worrying over earthquakes. If one happens during school hours, he’ll
likely be in the old Journalism Building "doing my
darndest to keep people from running outside and
getting hit on the head. The big thing in an earthquake is for everyone to keep cool and not go roan n’
around like a bunch of chickens!"
In Library South, Dean Burton keeps his staff
hopping, checking out every article they come
across relating to earthquakes in the Bay Area.
Recently they heard ’ that high altitude
photographers had turned up a previously undiscovered fault trace between the campus and the
Hayward Fault. Burton’s office was on the phone to
the U.S. Geological Survey.
Meanwhile, back in Washington on April 27,
Renner B. Hofmann, former California state seismologist told a Senate subcommittee, "It is not a
question of ’if’ California has another big earthquake but ’when’ and the ’when,’ based on hard
mathematical facts, is more likely to be in the next
12 years than later."
A scenario describing San Jose State during a big
earthquake is all fiction now.
What is not fiction is that the scene will eventually happen.
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Earthquakes
Continued from page 2
Home Economics and the old Science Buildings.
San Jose State has been as consciencious as any
institution in the Bay Area in planning for "the big
one." But despite all the study and effort, Burton,
Anderson, Steinbrugge, and anyone else connected
with earthquake planning hedge their bets on the
outcome of a major Bay Area quake.
Anderson is among the many geologists who
believe the Bay Area is living on borrowed time.
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Medicine

Are you and your child safe?
Story by Kathy Perlongo
The little boy shrieks and tries to disengage
himself from the hands of the doctor. As the doctor
injects vital and lifesaving serum into the child’s
system, the youngster’s mother looks on helplessly
but confident that it is for her son’s well being. Her
child may scream bloody murder for awhile,
unaware that he will be immune from some of the
most crippling and devastating diseases known to
mankind.
The immunization of children, a seemingly
routine and common occurence, is rapidly and
Confident of the
dangerously diminishing.
containment of such childhood diseases as polio,
more
diphtheria, and measles in past years,
people believe they are living in a medical utopia.
Subsequently, the removal of fear of these
diseases through medical technology and mass immunization programs has led to a complacency
toward vaccinations in America.
WHAT PEOPLE DON’T realize, since full-scale
epidemics from these diseases have not occurred for
many years, is that they and their children must be
vaccinated against them. One does not
automatically become immune simply because one
lives in a miracle drug age.
Concern for non-immunized children is making
itself known on the national level. The Center for
Disease Control, a division of the U.S. Public Health
Service, announced in April, 1971, that three
diseasespolio, diphtheria, and measlesmay
pose an unexpected threat of reaching epidemic
proportions because of the public’s lack of protection against them.
It is apparent from recent statistics that parents
plus school authorities around the nation are failing
to immunize school -aged children. the number ot
diphtheria cases has doubled since 1969: 12 million
children have not been vaccinated against measles,
and 33 per cent of the nation’s children show no immunity to polio.
Dr. Bernice Giansiracusa, senior public health officer of the Santa Clara County Health Department.
had these words of warning:
"Children must be vaccinated against these
diseases at a very early age and again just before
they enter the classroom."
"EVIDENCE SHOWS THAT if children are not
vaccinated, disease could be contracted in the classroom and spread like wild fire through the schools
and out into the community."
Just last month the Federal Center of Disease Control in Atlanta, Ga., reported that since 195 cases of
diphtheria were found in San Antonio, Tex., in
1970, there is still a dangerous threat to large groups
of American children who have not been immunized
against this infection.
Ordinarily, a child must be vaccinated with the
diphtheria, tetanus, whooping cough (DTP) shot at
two, four, six and eight months of life. The vaccine
must also be administered again at four or five, just
before the child enters school. This immunization
against diphtheria, a serious toxic throat infection
attacking children under 15, should protect the
child until he reaches the tenth to eleventh grade.
The child must also receive the Trivalent oral
polio vaccine (TOPV) over the same intervals of life
as the DTP shot. This polio vaccine fights against
the three dangerous strains of this crippling
disease.
AGAIN, PEOPLE AROUND the country are
ignoring the fact that a small but growing
population of children are not receiving this vital
vaccine.
In the September, 1972, issue of Today’s Health
Magazine, Saul Krugman, M.D., said some
disheartening things about this mounting problem.
The New York City pediatrician announced, "If the
babies that are going to be born over the next six
years don’t receive polio vaccines, we will be back
where we were years ago."
Page 6 SPECTRUM

Polio is making its entrance in Calif ornia.
In the area of Avenel, located in the San Joaquin
Valley, Ernest Carrean Jr., 33, died of bulbar
poliomyelitis. This is one of the most virulent of the
three types of polio known to medical science. The
case was the first in a decade.
BECAUSE STATISTICS show that diphtheria
and polio may be on the rise again, the California
Senate enacted Bill 535 last year, requiring each
child to be vaccinated against these diseases. The
concept is not new but is taken as a precaution for
California children.
The Santa Clara Unified School District requires
parents to submit records of their children’s vaccination dates for entrance into kindergarten. Polio
and DTP vaccines are required.
Dr. Giansiracusa of the Santa Clara County
Health Department stated that authorities can
hardly do anything about parents’ objecting to these
vaccines because of religious reasons.
"There are still some Christian Science advocates
and fundamentalist groups that condemn immunizations," she said.
SINCE THE MAJORITY of Americans are not affiliated with these religions, people have, in effect,
no excuse for their lack of action. Yet some school
districts around the nation allow non -immunized
pupils in the classroom on a conditional basis,
making sure these children receive these vaccinations within a certain time period. Part of the
problem might be that school officials and parents
forget to follow up with this procedure.
Whatever the reasons may be. Americans cannot
ignore these conditions any longer. Even smallpox
virtually extinct in the United States, made an
appearance in London last month. Previously,
smallpox was the disease of underdeveloped countries such as Brazil, India and Peru.
The U.S. Public Health Service announced that

smallpox vaccinations are no longer required for
children. The reason for this termination is that the
United States has not had an abundant amount of
smallpox cases in years. The other reason was cited
by Dr. Mary Clark. deputy director of public health
at the Santa Clara County Health Department.
She said, "More severe illnesses and more deaths
are due to the vaccine rather than to the actual
disease."
From this standpoint, the U.S. Public Health
Service requires vaccinations of only individuals
who have occupations where they would come in
contact with people exposed to smallpox. This included medical technicians, airport employees and
travelers. Only those travelers whogo or come from
disease prone countries need to be vaccinated. If, for
example, someone plans to go to India, a vaccination would be in order since Calcutta reported
1,000 smallpox cases during the past three months.
As for immunizing children with the smallpox
vaccine, Dr. Clark of the Santa Clara County Health
Department said, "We, at this time, are not pushing
this immunization for the average individual."
But she added, "If a person really wants the vaccination, we will be very glad to accommodate him."
PROTECTION IS AVAILABLE for families
against smallpox, diphtheria, whooping cough,
tetanus, measles, rubella and polio at clinics held in
all health department district offices. All one has to
do if he wants any of these vaccinations is to call his
district office for the clinic schedule in his area.
In the age of transplants and lifesaving
machines, it is ironic that the simple vaccination is
too often overlooked as an alternative to some of the
crippling diseases that have devastated humanity
for centuries. Vaccinations don’t get headlines and
don’t flash pretty colors like the control board of the
space ship Enterprise in Star Trek.
They aren’t exciting or pretty, but they work, and
they are readily available.
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Beware:

Peril stalks
the roads
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ACCORDING TO AN ARTICLE in Newsweek
magazine, college areas provide the best hunting
grounds for wanton motorists.
Boulder County. Colo., site of the University of
Colorado, reported 120 cases of sexual assault last
year, nearly half of them with hitchhikers as victims. The UC Santa Cruz campus has had its
problems not too long ago with hitchhikers being attacked, either raped or killed. In the Boston -Cambridge area, seven murders of college -age girls have
occurred in the past six months
all of them
similarly committed, and at least three of them
beginning with an outstretched thumb.
The actual extent of hitchhiker violence is a
guess, partly because there are no nationwide
statistics and partly because few
police
departments report it under any special category. In
addition, police are convinced that the rising
number of reported rapes represents only about a
third to a half of those that actually take place.
Lesser forms of sexual harassment are more commonplace.
Officer Richard C. Berger of the Berkeley police
department said when hitchhikers’ reports do come
in, the police have difficulty finding the assailant
because of the transient nature of the victims.
"ONE OF OUR MAIN PROBLEMS is trying to
keep the victim within the vinicity," said officer
Berger.
"When a young lady comes in and says she has
been raped, either by hitchhiking or walking around
late at night, we first ask for the description of the
attacker. Then we ask where can we reach her if we
apprehend the suspect.
"Most of them tell us they can’t stay around here,
that they’re headed for Washington or somewhere
else. This makes it quite difficult for us because we
may have the suspect, but we now have no witness
to prosecute him."
Most police across the nation agree that they are
powerless to do much about the new hethway
violence. Some areas have adopted strictly enforced
anti -hitchhiking laws. But, the rules in most states
are relaxed, and police see little chance of tightening
or enforcing them as long as great swarms of
college-age kids are determined for economic or
adventurous reasons
to hit the road.
"I don’t like the idea of making hitchhiking illegal,
but I’m thinking in terms of life and limb," explained
Officer Berger. "It would be nice if we could trust
one another without fear of being raped or dumped
alongside of the road, but due to the circumstances
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Story by Gary Hiraki
Karen isor wasan 18 -year-old University of
California at Berkeley coed. A vivacious and adventurous woman, Karen saw beauty in everyone. One
day she decided to head down to Los Angeles for the
weekend to visit her parents. It was to be a surprise .
visit because it was her parents’ silver anniversary.
Like many undergraduates, she had no car of her
own, and buses and airplanes somehow seemed
unappealing. So she took what only transportation
that was left
she hitched a ride.
Since that day when she left Berkeley, Karen has
been missing and authorities fear that she has
become just one more number in a new and still
unofficial category of crime violence against hitchhikers.
As part of the Woodstock generation (a
generation of adventure and freedom), female no
less than male has taken to the nation’s roads,
armed mostly with trust and innocence and a desire
to get somewhere else. But somehow the old
highway violence has been reversed. Instead of the
driver fearing the pickup, it is now the hitchhiker
who runs by far the greater risk of being robbed, assaulted, abducted, murdered
or, must likely of
all, raped.

4,

my personal view is that hitchhiking should be
illegal."
SINCE THE POLICE are next to powerless, most
hitchhikers out on the road are determinedly
fatalistic about the risk.
"You can be murdered or raped just walking
down the street, so why worry about ii?"siat ed one
20-year-old female hitchhiker. This type of responsea carefree answer that it only happens to
those read about in the papershas worried the
police even more.
"It seems to me that most hitchhikers believe that
they can bluff themselves out of a situation, or simply talk themselves out of it." Officer Berger pointed
out. "But when it does happen and talking does no
good, it’s just too late."
Although it’s obvious that most people will continue to hitchhike, Officer Berger said there are
some defenses a hitchhiker can learn.
"IF YOU MUST HITCHHIKE, my best advice is
not to hitchhike alone. Numbers seem to help.
"Secondly, try not to hitch at night. Almost all hitchhiking offenses seem to occur then.
"And lastly, before accepting a ride, get a description of the driver and car. Most hitchhikers who
have been assaulted are so frantic they couldn’t
even remember the make of the car they were driven
in."
Many coeds nowadays seem to minimize the risk
attempting to follow the steps as described by Officer Berger.
Fewer of them are willing to hitch solo these days
and those who do have apparently narrowed the
range of acceptable drivers. Longhairs are generally
considered trustworthy, but cars with two or more
straight men together are a definite no-no as is any
motorist who looks too eager, cruises too
deliberately or asks too quickly where the girl is
going.
Louise, 25, a resident of Berkeley, stated that she
looks for certain things before entering a car.
"If scar has only twodoors, I don’t get in the back.
It’s always comforting also if another woman is in
the car too," Louise explained.
SOME FEMALE HITCHHIKERS casually mention to the driver that they have veneral diseases.
But others have armed themselves with mace, knitting needles or knives.
"I don’t recommend weapons for self-protection,"
Officer Berger stated. "You might be letting
yourself into more trouble than you’re asking.
"More often than not, you hear about liquor store
owners arming themselves obviously because they
are prime targets of being hit. But in most cases that
we have investigated where robbery occurs and the
owner carries a gun, it’s usually the liquor store
owner who gets the worst of it. So carrying a
weapon won’t help, it may in some instances, but
not many," Berger stated.
Donald Ross, assistant chief of police in San lose,
agreed: "Chances of getting killed are greater if a
hitchhiker carries a gun than not having one. The
attacker or driver might overpower the hitchhiker
and make things worse."
BECAUSE OF TRANSPORTATION shortage
and highway violence, some areas have been forced
to run free bus service. San Diego State University
began running free jitneys between the city and
campus after some 90 women were raped last year
while hitchhiking the route. The UC Santa Cruz
campus also began a shuttle service following a
series of abductions and rapes.
Even though it’s usually the women who are most
often the victim of hitchhiking crimes, men run the
same risk.
According to Ross. homosexuals prowl the
Continued on page 12
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There’s
gold in
them hills!

Treasure

Story by Sue Fagalde
We crawled down the muddy bank to the
riverside and looked hopefully into the water
between the rocks. There it was, shining before our
eyes. We couldn’t believe it at first. My partner
picked up a handful of sand and stared at it. This
part of the river was lull of gold!
Back to the car we went to get our shiny new gold
pans and used film containers to put the gold in.
Fifteen minuters later, we knew panning for gold
was hard work. One must be able to climb mouri
tains and stoop for hours. And it is almost impossible to separate the gold from the sand with
fingers alone. On our first attempt at gold panning,
we ended up emptying our pans full of sand, gravel,
water, and gold back into the river when it got too
dark to see what we were doing.
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’rho next day we were back at the same spot,
equipped with tweezers, magnifying glass, filter
papers and heads full of mining lore and advice
from reading and sightseeing.
We panned exactly as the books and the people in
the rock shop had told us.

Investing? Gold is the best bet
Story by Mike Kataoka
The practice of a father’s handing down his gold
watch to his son is a charming bit of Americana
buried away in the past. Nowadays if a lather does
hand down his watch, it’s likely to be stainless steel.
Gold simply isn’t as obtainable as it once was and
hasn’t been for some time.
More than ever before, gold seems to be the
panacea for the world’s economic miseries. And, at
the same time, controls on distribution have never
been tighter.
In more than half the countries of the world it is
either illegal to privately own gold (as in the United
States and Great Britain) or to import it las in India
and Pakistan).
HOWEVER, WITH spiraling demand and dwindling supply, gold, it it were legal, would seem to be
an attractive route of investment.
Speculators are happily discovering that owning
gold in one refined state, coins, is not only legal but
highly profitable.
Gold coin investment today is generating high
returns, not only because of the metal in the coins
but also because gold coins are inherently rare.
According to Joel Rettew, a Los Angeles numismatist, gold coins have increased in value as much
as 123 per cent, as was the case with the U.S. Double
Eagle between last February and April.
IMPORTS OF GOLD coins jumped in 1970 to $8
million from just $1 million in 1969, and the figure
has increased steadily since.
The loophole which allows gold coin speculation
stems from an exemption within the Gold Reserve
Act of 1934.
Under the act, President Franklin Roosevelt issued an executive order requiring Americans to
surrender all privately held gold to the Federal
Reserve System or else suffer the penalty of a
$10,000 fine and/or up to 10 years’ imprisonment.
However, citizens were still allowed to keep gold
for numismatic purposes. Because of this provision,
investors seeking a hedge against monetary
uncertainty in the form of inflation and dollar
devaluation are increasingly becoming more
familiar with the hobby of coin collecting.
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IRONICALLY, the Gold Reserve Act’s original
intent was a prohibition on gold in order to prevent
citizens from gaining profit due to rising of the
dollar price of gold.
But for coin investors in present day America,
money is making money.
Rettew said most of his customers not only beat
inflation but also double their money by collecting
and investing in gold coins.
"Initially, professional types invested in coins,"
Rettew said, "but now average people on the street
feel that the only way to protect their dollars from
inflation is to invest in gold. And gold is going to appreciate higher than now.
"BY NATURE, gold coins usually rise in value
faster than bullion and drop to a lesser degree."
One source for gold coins, Rettew disclosed, are
the people who buy from him and later sell them
back for profit. He would not, however, reveal
primary sources, either foreign or domestic.
Since investing in gold coins is becoming more of
a Wall Street -type proposition, firms dealing strictly in coin investments are providing an alternative
avenue for the speculator who has perhaps lost
faith in the stock market.
The U.S. Precious Metals Exchange in Beverly
Hills is one such brokerage firm which offers investors both silver and gold coins and operates on the
basic stock market principle of selling at one price
and

OBVIOUSLY THEN, such investment ventures
with brokerage firms are only open to those elite
who happen to have the resources to buy rare coins
in bulk. The broker said that most of his clients are
professional people.
fraditionally, people run to silver and gold in
times of financial uneasiness and monetary
problems by converting green dollars to precious
metal," the broker said.
This lack of confidence in the dollar, caused by
recent devaluation, is an important factor accounting for the gold price’s driving up so sharply.
At last count, the United States has less than $11
billion in gold reserves and approximately $80
billion in foreign dollar liabilities.

IN FACT, the mystical powers of gold has maintained it as an object of such universal fascination
that gold hoarding could practically be considered
the international pastime.
Furthermore, because gold is malleable, resists
corrosion, conducts electricity and reflects light
and heat, its use as an industrial commodity has
more than tripled since the mid-1950s while
production has risen only about 50 per cent
The result of hoarding and increased industrial
demand, plus dollar devaluation, has sent gold
prices skyrocketing to $90 an ounce on the tree
market with high prospects of its reacing $100
before too long. (The official U.S. limit, however, is
set at $42 an ounce for government bank trading).
In the first two months of this year, gold prices increased nearly 50 per cent, hitting high of $95 an
ounce in late February.
COUPLES CONTEMPLATING marriage should
note that a gold wedding band could rise as much as
super cent in retail cost if current trends continue.
That gold filling in molars could conceivably
become financial security.
The new gold rush may be further intensified
should legislation pass and reinstate American
citizens’ right to own gold for the first time since
Already, the U.S. Senate has passed the gold
owning measure which had originally been a
seemingly minor plank in the 1972 Republican
Party platform.
THE NIXON Administration has already indicated negative feelings toward the proposed
amendment, but if it somehow does pass, an
immediate rise in the price of gold would be
Inevitable.
In the event Americans do regain the right to
hoard gold, the demand for it would increase not entirely because of huge grabs by investors but
because almost everyone has a desire to possess at
least a token amount of the yellow metal for the sake
of novelty.
For the time being, however, people will have to
be content with coins to satisfy their gold hunger.
And a good many are getting financially fat in the
process.

Then we diligently started picking out the bits of
gold with our tweezers. It was a slow, tedious
process. As often happens in California "Mother
Lode country, it began to thunder and lightning,
and once again we had to quit, with only a few
sparkles 01 gold to take home. Sate in the car,
however, we discovered our hands and boots were
covered with gold dust!
THE MOTHER LODE is a magical stretch of
California along Highway 49 at the toot of the Sierra
Nevada Mountains. This is where the mines ol the
California gold rush were located, from Sutter’s
Mill at Coloma to Angel’s Camp and the Alleghany
Sixteen-to -one. The place is steeped in history and,
although most of the mines are now closed. few
residents will deny there’s still gold there.
In October, 1972, John Rose of Grass Valley accidentally stumbled upon the largest gold nugget
found in Sierra County since the early 1900s, He
was deer hunting when he came across a large piece
of "manure." He was going to "kick it clear out of the
country" when he realized it was not manure, but a
gold nugget worth at least $2,800.
Rose’s discovery is just one factor in a current
renewal of "gold leveran obsession with gold
that begins with finding the first shiny flake and
leads to a fanatical search for more. This is the force
that caused so many men to leave their homes in
1849 to come to California to seek their fortunes.
A RECENT ARTICLE in U.S. News and World
Report speculates that a new gold rush may be in
store. An ot licial of the Homestake Mining Company said, "We sees great deal more optimism in the
industry than we’ve ever had before. We’re
. delighted."
The last mine in California to cease operation WAS
the Alleghany Sixteen-to -One, which produced
over $50 million worth of gold in its 60-year
existence. Gold panners still lind nuggets in the
area and, with the price 01 gold still rising, there is
speculation that mines like the Sixteen -to-One
might try to make a comeback.
Running a gold mine in the 20th century,
however, is expensive. The Homestake Mining
Company in Lead, S.D., for example, which is the
nation’s leading producer ol gold, should be making
larger profits than ever with the raised price of gold.
The company has agreements with its workers,
however, that guarantee them wage increases every
time the price of gold goes up.
HOMESTAKE LOST two to three per cent of its
gold recovery, worth approximately $700,000, be
eliminating mercury from its production process in
compliance with government pollution regulations.
The company also has been ordered to find a new
way to dispose of its tailingsthe leftover rocks
and chemicalsand is building a pipeline to carry
the tailings into a little valley several miles away
that will cost over $7 million.
Also optimistic are Mable and Wilbur "l’imm who
hold 22 claims scattered around their mountain
home near the town of Kelsey in Northern
California. They are now rebuilding the mine on the
claim called the Yellowjacket. According to Mrs.
Timm, a rich vein of gold is visible at the face of the

1,800-toot -long Yellowjacket tunnel. The Alhambra -Atlanta Gold Mining Company has spent
$250,000 developing the claim.
A LOT OF MINE OWNERS don’t work their
mines because the price of gold isn’t high enough to
make it worthwhile, according to Mrs. Arthur Tindall of Mountain View. The Tindalls own a mining
claim above Colterville which has a history of
producing gold. Mrs. Tindall admits there’s gold
there, but its a matter of digging tor it. There have
been numerous cave-ins in the mine, and it would
take a lot of expensive fixing-up to make the mine
workable.
A government official who watches gold closely
was quoted in U.S. News and World Report as
saying it the mining people were sure the price of
gold would stay at $60 an ounce or higher, there
would be a lot more excitement.
THERE HAS RECENTLY been a revival 01 gold
fever. Weekenders and vacationers scour he rivers
and beaches with their pans and rockers, hoping to
collect an ounce of gold dust or flakes from placer
deposits.
Placer deposits, which include loose nuggets,
flakes and dust are found in the bends of streams, in
quiet pools, upstream of obstructions like rocks and
dams, in whirlpools, and at the roots of river plants.
Placer gold can also be found in the desert where
it is mined by dry methods.
Ocean beaches and waters are another source of
placer gold. The beaches in the Santa Cruz area,
particularly around Capitate, were panned during
the 1930’s. Where a river running down from the
mountains meets the ocean, one may lind gold.
Panning is the simplest method of placer mining.
The gold pan is a shallow iron, steel or copper pan
with sloping sides 2 to 2 1/2 inches deep. It is 12 to
18 inches in diameter and weighs from two to three
pounds. When sold, the pan is covered with a greasy
protective film which must be burned off before
using the pan.
To pan, one fills the pan hall full of gravel and
adds enough water to cover it. Holding the pan
firmly in both hands, he imitates a quick whirlpool,
swishing the contents round and round. Gradually
the heavy elements in the pan, of which the gold is
the heaviest, sink to the bottom, and the miner
caret ully sloshes out the light elements with the
water.
He is finally left with a layer of tine black or red
sand containing gold. He can then pick out some of
the larger gold flakes with tweezers. The finer
particles must be removed with chemicals or by
using a vibrating table.
WHEN GOLD MEETS mercury, the t wo elements
combine to form amalgam. a grayish -white
pastelike mass. By adding mercury, the miner is
able to completely separate the gold and the sand.
The mercury and gold are then separated by heating
or retorting.
Before separating the gold and sand in a vibrating
table, the gold-bearing sand must be dried, The
vibrator, operated by an electric motor, is a table set
up at an angle and covered with a piece of velvet.
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The vibrating action causes the gold to stick to the
velvet, and the sand to drift down into a recovery
pan below.
Panning for gold is hard work, and most industrious panners can only cover a yard or so of
ground in one day. Serious miners build a sluice or a
rocker. A sluice is a long shallow trough with
slanted cleats, called riffles, evenly spaced along
the bottom. The trough is set up on an angle, and the
miner shovels dirt into one end and then washes
water through the sluice. The gold is caught in the
riffles, and most of the dirt is washed out.
A ROCKER is like a fancy sluice. set on curved
runners and rocked vigorously back and forth. The
dirt flows over a piece of carpet called an apron,
which catches flakes of gold. A sluice -like section
below catches any gold not caught by the apron.
Gold can also be found on moss covered rock
ledges and bases of trees. The moss tends to hold
gold like a sponge. It is placed in the gold pan and
shredded and washed. Most of the gold remains at
the bottom of the pan. The rest can be obtained by
drying and burning the moss and panning the ashes.
The best time of year to go placer mining is in the
spring when the melting snow brings t he gold down
cram the mountains and deposits it in the rivers
where it is caught in rocks and crevices.
IN A.H. RYAN’. BOOK, the "Weekend Treasure
Hunter," he cites the case of three partners who own
a claim in the Mother Lode. Every summer they
work the riverbed with a homemade suction dredge,
a sluice, and a rocker. They always come home with
$1,000 to $1,500 between them. They have found
that, likes farm crop, the gold appears in the spring,
and when it is mined out, there will be no more until
the next year.
The weekend prospector, of course, must be
careful to stay olf private property or not lonal park
lands or he may find himself lacing a shotgun or a
tine. If he wants to claim a piece of land or use heavy
equipment like a dredge, there are laws he must
obey. These are listed in the Federal Gold
Regulations obtainable from the United States
Mint.
TODAY GOLD PANNING and placer mining in
general have become a popular hobby. The local
rock shops are constantly sold out of gold pans and
books on gold. They advise buying rock hammers,
metal
detectors, and all sorts of expensivi
equipment, but the most essential ingredients, one
discovers, are a bottle full of water, a pair of
tweezers, a pan, a lot of dry clothes and patience.
Few people get rich panning tor gold, although
during the Depression many people panned just
enough to live on. Today it’s good for weekend tun,
and any profit is a bonus. It takes 480 grains to make
one ounce of gold, and it takes a lot of work to get
that much.
SPKTRIN
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Housing
Last but not least, know what is to be included in
the purchase price of the home, such as fencing and
lawns.
NOW, WITH ALL THIS information in their hot
little fists, Dan and Julie are ready to start some
serious looking.
They drive up to some model homes. A salesman
hands them a brochure with floor plans, elevations,
price lists, etc.
The brochure reads, "Ever had your heart skip a
beat when you first saw a new home...Living Cheap
Estates is it. Brace yourself for an exhilarating
experience."
Exhilaration may be the wrong terminology for
the experience they are about to experience. Their
condition may be closer to comatose once they
alight from the sales office.

Better buy now -or pitch a tent
Story by Josie Heckerson
For many people, buying a house is the biggest
financial step that will be taken in their lifetimes. If
they plan to purchase an abode in San Jose, it may
prove to be the biggest undertaking since the
parting of the Red Sea.
Single dwelling homes are at a premium now.
This is. because of several factors. First and
foremost is the scarcity of land. One orchard after
another bites the dust, as more housing
developments pop up.
Dale Conyers, salesman far a development in
west San Jose, said, "Land is fast disappearing and
as it does, the price of homes will soar." Conyers
further noted the building moratorium recently
passed by San Jose voters (April 10, 1973) will have
a great effect on the price of homes now being built.
THE MORATORIUM requires a developer to
enter into an agreement with the school district to
contribute money for every house built in that district. According to Jim Leland, planner for the San
Jose City Planning Department, it is costing the
developer around $700 per unit. The cost to the
buyer, however, will run more than $1,000.
Secondly, because of the steady increase in costs
of land, labor and materials (about $1,000 per house
per year) and the rise in demand for housing (1.500
people move into California each day), home prices
will continue to climb.
According to a real estate information bureau
pamphlet, housing prices increased 80 per cent in
California in the past 10 years. And, it is predicted
that the spiraling trend upward will continue
during the next few years.
What does all this mean to a young couple just
starting out to buy their first home? It may mean
that instead of looking for "the home of their
dreams," they may have to settle for whatever they
can get in order to afford it.
GEORGE R. KIRK, vice president of a branch of a
local bank, said, "Never buy a house you can’t afford. But, if you can afford it, the time to buy is right
now, always now."
One couple, Pat and Sharon, waited six years to
buy a house. They saved every penny possible (with
four children). They wanted to have a big down
payment so their monthly payments wouldn’t be so
high. When they finally bought their house, the
price of it had increased by $8,950. The
downpayment they’d saved was $7,200.
Before someone dashes out madly to buy the first
house with a "For Sale" sign on it, he should stop
and assess his particular situation. What are his
plans, hopes and dreams for the future? What does
Page’ 10 SIT:CLEM

he want out of a house? What can he afford? These
are all pertinent to the purchase of a house.
Let’s take the example of a mythical family Dan
and Julie Minter. Dan and Julie have been married
for four years. They have one child, a two-year-old
boy. Dan has recently finished his college education
and has been on a job for a year and a half. At
present his salary is $800 a month.
JULIE WORKS PART-TIME in an office and
earns $200 a month. With their combined gross incomes of $12,000, they feel they should be able to
take that giant step forward from renter to owner.
Their hunt begins.
Regardless of what house they buy, there are
many things they need to know and watch out for.
Banker Kirk points out there are three main things
to look for:
’Location, location, and location."
He stressed that no matter how much a house
sells for, it is not a good buy if the location is bad. He
said, "A house’s worth depends largely on the
neighborhood it’s in."
Since Dan and Julie have a small child, they
should check with the school district to see what
conditions prevail. An overcrowded district may be
forced into split -sessions or the controversial new
45-15 schedule now cropping up in many districts.
The 45-15 SCHEDULE is year-round schooling
with each child attending class for 45 days, then
staying home for 15 days.
Anyone objecting to this type of schooling should
alert himself to conditions in the area of any
prospective home.
Shopping convenience is another aspect to think
about. Will the location necessitate the purchase of
a second car?
The distance from Dan’s work should also be considered. If it’s going to take him an hour and a half
twice a day to drive to and from his place of employment, he may rob himself and his family of
valuable time that could be better spent.
NEVER LOOK AT a house at night. Flaws of any
house have a habit of hiding in the darkness. Insist
that all drapes and curtains be open so the house
may be seen in bright sunlight.
Take along a large tape measure. Decorating can
give a room illusory dimensions. The use of mirrors
make a room look twice its size.
Look at an undecorated home like the one being
considered. That is the house that will be
purchased, not the glamorously furnished, pat ioed
and pooled model.

A TOUR THROUGH five models, which all look
like something out of Better Homes and Gardens,
makes them pant to own one of these homes.
The smallest home offered is 1447 square feet,
three bedrooms, two baths, living room, family
room and a two-car garage. The price is $37,450.
Dan and Julie decide this is the one they want.
There is a good chance this couple may never get
past this point in negotiating a sale because of Dan’s
age, income and length of time on the job.
Both Real Estateman Coyners and Banker Kirk
said loan applicants under 25 years of age with less
than two years on one job are closely screened by
lenders.
Conyers said, "The talking point would begin
with a minimum of two year’s employment and an
income of $1,328 a month on this particular house."
THE FIGURE FOR the income is not an arbitrary
one. It is used by most lenders and is based on four
times the amount of the monthly payment of the
house. (In this case the estimated payment is $332 a
month). This 4 -to-1 ratio is a minimum, and most
lenders prefer the customer to have no car payments
or other large monthly obligations if he is to qualify
with these minimum earnings.
In some cases, the wife’s salary may be considered into the above ratio but in many cases it
won’t.
Conyers said, "If a woman has a good work record
of two years and has leave-of-absence privileges for
pregnancy, her salary may be considered.
"Banks and savings and loan companies will consider 100 per cent of a woman’s salary if she has a
good professional type of job. This is not the case if
she’s a ’belly dancer,’" he added.
Assume that Dan and Julie have made it over the
first hurdle of earnings and they now begin talking
about the method of financing.
There are three roads to travel in the quest for
financing. For veterans, the GI loan is offered with
no down payment required. If the house buyer is
not a veteran, then an FHA or conventional loan is
available. However, many developments now being
built are not being offered with GI or FHA financing.
THE SAN JOSE MERCURY, on April 22, 1973,
ran an article under the headline, "Home Buyers
Need Less Cash To Purchase Homes." This article
said, "...New style loans require to government red
tape. Very often, they also are cheaper and quicker
to arrange than mortgages backed by the Federal
Housing Administration (FHAL once the primary
hope for people who lacked the cash for a down
payment on a home."
The article also stated, "...The conventional
mortgageone that is made without federal
guarantees or insuranceis replacing the FHA loan
as a major financing device for low down payment
sales. A principal reason: the minimum down
payment has been slashed from 10 to 5 per cent" on
some developments.
This lower down payment may entice buyers, but
be alerted to some of the facts this article omitted.
FHA SETS minimum construction standards. A
home cannot be financed through FHA if it doesn’t
meet these standards.
FHA limits the amount of a loan to $33,000. Many
of the homes being built today exceed this limit and
the difference must be made up in the down
payment.
A reliable source in the real estate business said
another reason many developments are being
Continued on page 11

financed by conventional loans is that lenders may
charge a higher interest rate.
The going rate for a Cl loan is limited to 7 per
cent. FHA loans are limited to 71/2 per cent interest
rate. Conventional loans beginet 73/4 per cent with
a 10 per cent downpayment or some lenders will
give a 7 per cent loan if a 20 per cent downpayment
is put down.
When money is tight, banking and lending
institutions charge "points" when they give an FHA
or Cl mortgage. One point is one per cent of the
mortgage. Points at times have run as much as 10
per cent. At the present time they are running at
about five per cent, according to Banker Kirk.
Points are used as an inducement for the lender to
lend money.
DALE CONYERS SAID, "In order to offer GI or
FHA financing, the price of the homes would have to
be increased by about $1,700 each." Why? Because
of the difference in the interest rates.
If a lender wants more return on his money, he
lends it at the highest rate the market will stand.
fhe seller must pay the points; it is illegal for the
buyer to pay them, if the house is financed by FHA
or GI loans. With a conventional loan, the interest
rate is higher, the lender gets his larger return, the
seller pays no points and...the buyer pays.
Now, if Dan and Julie have convinced the lender
to go ahead with the loan, they will need to know
just how much of a cash outlay this home is going to
require.
Since this particular jewel is in a prime area, they
will need 10 per cent down payment or $3,745. In
addition they must pay "costs and impounds."
Costs generally include escrow fee, title insurance
premium, preparations and recording of
documents. The term "impounds" refers to a fund
required for the payment of taxes and fire insurance. These are paid on a monthly basis along
with the house payment.
DEPENDING ON WHAT month they make their
purchase, Dan and Julie must have taxes in escrow
according to a set schedule.
The Lomas and Nettleton Mortgage Rules book
used by many lenders gives these examples. If a
house is purchased in November, eight months
taxes must be put into escrow. On Dan and Julie’s
home the estimated taxes are $85 a month or $680
for eight months. The purchase of the same house in
March or April would require none to one month’s
taxes be prepaid.
Dan and Julie should be warned here that taxes on
a new house are traditionally estimated low, and
they might receive an escrow payment notice in the
future which will necessitate an additional cash
outlay.
Property tax rates in the San Jose area, according
to the county assessor’s office, fluctuate from
$10.43 per $100 evaluation to a high of around
$13.85, depending on factors such as school bonds,
flood control, etc.
IN ADDITION TO taxes, the buyer must have a
minimum of one-year fire insurance premium in escrow. This could be an amount from $72 to $150 and
up, depending on whether they obtain fire insurance, which is all that is required by the lender,
or a homeowners policy which protects a home
against fire as well as many other evils that can
befall it.
Considering not hing else, no drapes, landscaping,
etc, etc., this means this couple must have $5,000 to
move into this house.
What other alternatives does this couple have if
they still want to be a homeowner? Townhouses are
springing up faster than weeds on every available
small piece of land in sight.
Banker Kirk said townhouses are built to keep
builders in business. A developer can put more
units on less land, as many as 12 units to an acre.
HE SAID, "Townhouses are not a red-hot buy, but
they’re better than an apartment."
But, he stressed, "Buying the cheap ones could be
trouble. The homeowners association can be a real
trial." The higher the price, the better off you are, according to Kirk.
A quick check into these developments will soon
make you realize that there are no "cheap"
townhouses, in terms of price anyway.
A typical development of this type in San Jose
offers one bedroom, den, living/dining room, and
kitchen, 970 square feet in all for $27,450. This is the
smallest unit. With a minimum downpayment of
$1,450 plus closing costs of $599, this monthly
payment plus a mandatory "Association Dues" fee
of $32 will total $284 monthly. If one of the larger
Continued on page 12
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Housing
Continued from page 11
units (all two bedrooms) is desired, the payment
will be as much as $330 a month.
Another alternative is buying a home that is
older. Banker Kirk said, "There is absolutely no
question of qualifying if you assume an existing
loan on a house." This too may be easier said than
done.
TAKE A HOME that is 12 years old. The original
price was $18,000. Through the years, the house has
appreciated in value until at present it is selling for
$30,000. The original loan, at 5 1/4 per cent interest,
is paid down to $13,000. The assumption of a loan
calls for the buyer to come up with the amount of
money difference between the selling price and the
loan amount. In this case. $17.000 would be needed.
Most realtors say that for the young couple
starting out, buying a home with a few years on it
has definite advantages. Even with a new loan the
buyer is money ahead.
For example, in most cases the home will already
be carpeted and draped. Grass and landscaping will
already be in. These items alone can mean
thousands of dollars.
It rankles some new homeowners’ minds once in
awhile to be paying $150 more a month than their
next door neighbors who have virtually the same
house, but that’s the penalty paid for not buying the
house 12 years ago.
CITY PLANNER JIM LELAND said, "The future
development in San Jose will take place almost
otally in east San Jose." Land is available there,
more specifically in the Berryessa, Alum Rock and
Evergreen areas.
Leland said, "Evergreen is the most vacant area. It
has. however, 11,000 acreas that have already been
zoned for houses."
Leland said that in a recent housing study, conducted by his department, it was found that the
price trend, in areas where the housing is historically low, has averaged well ovei the $30,000
mark.
Leland said his department has on file, but yet to
be approved, plans for homes to be built in theBerryessa and Alum Rock areas that will cost
$50,000 to $85,000.
With these facts in mind, it might be wise to heed
the advice of banker George Kirk. "If you’re planning to buy a house the time to buy is right now,
always now."

Hitchhiking
Continued from page 7
streets waiting to pick up male hitchhikers to
proposition them.
Although hitchhiking is frowned upon by some
authorities, there are others who are looking toward
viable solutions to hitchhiking problems.
ASSEMBLYMAN JOHN F. DUNLAP, D -Napa, is
proposing legislation to license hitchhikers with the
Department of Motor Vehicles and provide an
"ecological alternative to more vehicles."
"This legislation will provide safety to the
motorists by identifying hitchhikers as registered
with a state agency, while hitchhikers find it easier
to obtain rides from more secure drivers," he added.
Hitchhikers would be able to purchase an "autohitch" license from the DMV, good for three years
under the proposal. It would be issued only after a
complete check on the appliacant’s records.
The licensed hitchhiker would be provided with
an "auto -hitch" card sealed in transparent plastic. It
would contain a photograph of the hitchhiker and
his name and other information.
"The prime consideration when this bill was
drafted was the matter of safety," stated Dunlap.
"It will allow authorities to more easily identify
runaways and return them safely to their parents,
provide additional safety to the motorist, and
enhance hitchhiking as a further ecological
alternative to more vehicles on our highways and
freeways," he said.
Dunlap’s bill is not a complete cure to the hitchhiking violence.
And as San Jose assistant police chief Ross put it,
"The girls who were murdered in Santa Cruz
could’ve showed all the IDs and licenses they
wanted, but it still wouldn’t have kept them from
being killed."
The dangers of hitching a free ride with a stranger
will remain.

SUMMER’ 73
CHARTERS!!
ROUND TRIP $279.00

THE FOLLOWINC CHARTERS AltE AVAILABLE ONLY TO STUDENTS.
EMPLOYEES. FACULTY. AND THEIR IMMEDIATE FAMILY MEMBERS.
SINCE ONLY 42 SEATS HAVE BEEN RESERVED FOR THE SAN JOSE
STATE UNIVERSITY MEMBERS ON EACH OF THE FOLLOWING FLIGHTS.
SPACE IS LIMITED AND EARLY RESERVATIONS WILT, BE NECESSARY.
ALL FLIGHTS ARE ON SATURN AIRWAYS DC s JET EQUIPMENT
ALL DEPARTURES FROM: OAKLAND INTL, AIRPORT (OAK)
ALL RETURNS ARE FROM: BRUSSELS INTL. AIRPORT (BRIT)

DEP: JUNE 18 OAK BRU $279.00
RET: AUG. 29 BRU OAK

=421B
(73 DAYS)

DEP: JUNE 21
RET: SEP. 2

OAK BRU
BRU OAK

279.00

DEP: JUNE 25
RET: JULY 23

OAK ’BRU
BRU OAK

279.00

DEP: JUNE 26 OAK BRU
RET: AUG. 12 BRU OAK

279.00

OAK ’BRU
BRU ’OAK

279.00

DEP: JULY 9 OAK ’BRU
RET: AUG. 20 BRU /OAK

279.00

(43 DAYS)

=429B
(24 DAYS

DEP: JULY 16 OAK ’BRU
RET: AUG. 8 BRU /OAK

279.00

=430C

DEP. JULY 23 OAK ’BRU
RET: AUG. 19 BRU ’OAK

279.00

DEP: AUG. 2
RET: SEP. 3

OAK ’BRU
BRU ’OAK

279.00

DEP: AUG. 9 OAK BRU
RET: SEP. 10 BRU ’OAK

279.00

DEP: AUG. 13 OAK BRU
RET: SEP. 12 BRU ’OAK

279.00

DEP: SEP.
RET: SEP.

279.00

=423B
(74 DAYS)

=924C
(29 DAYS)

=425B
(48 DAYS)

=426D
( 35 DAYS)

-.a-427C

(28 DAYS)

431D
(33 DAYS)

:th432C
(33 DAYS)

–-433A
(31 DAYS)

=435A
(24 DAYS)

DEP: JULY 2
RET: AUG. 5

3
26

OAK BRU
BRU /OAK

C.A.B. REGULATIONS PERMIT UP TO 5r; OF EACH
CHARTER FLIGHT TO BE BOOKED ON A ONE WAY
BASIS. ONE WAY CHARTER COST S189.00.
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These fares are based on the pro rata share lit the total cost and are subject to an
or decrease depending on the actual number participants on each individual
flight \ II rates include an administration cost ot A10.00.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND APPLICATIONS
CALL. WRITE OR DROP IN AT

SPARTAN TRAVEL -MART
DOWNSTAIRS IN THE STUDENT UNION BUILDING
211 SOUTH 9TH STREET, SAN JOSE, CALIF
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